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In order to enable the database programmer to reason about relations over
strings of arbitrary length, we introduce alignment calculus, a modal extension of
the relational calculus. In addition to relations, a state in the model consists of a
two-dimensional array where the strings are aligned on top of each other. The basic
modality in the language (a transpose, or ‘‘slide’’) rearranges this alignment, and
more complex formulae can be formed using a syntax reminiscent of regular expres-
sions, in addition to the usual connectives and quantifiers. It turns out that the
computational counterpart of the string-based portion of the logic is the class of
multitape two-way finite state automata, which are devices particularly well suited
for the implementation of string matching. A computational counterpart of the full
logic is obtained from relational algebra by performing selection with these devices.
Safety of formulae in alignment calculus implies that new strings generated from old
ones have to be of bounded length. While an undecidable property in general, this
boundedness is decidable for an important subclass of formulae. As far as expressive
power is concerned, alignment calculus includes previous proposals for querying
string databases and gives full Turing computability. The language can be restricted
to define exactly the regular sets and the sets in each level of the polynomial-time
hierarchy above P.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on the problem of strings in databases. Our primary
source of motivation is the storage and qualitative processing of genetic informa-
tion, represented as sequences of symbols. For instance, the theory of gene regula-
tion explores the combinatorial or grammatical structure inherent in genetic
sequences, as opposed to their statistical properties. This structure can be quite
complex, since gene regulation involves non-context-free dependencies between dif-
ferent parts of a string [2]. These dependencies should be explicitly expressible, as
they constitute knowledge about the family of strings that the current database
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represents. Representing this kind of knowledge is in turn becoming increasingly
important when operational models of genetic phenomena [17] are being sought.
We extend the relational model to include finite strings over some finite alphabet
7 as primary objects of information. A relation of arity k is in our model then a
finite subset of the k-fold Cartesian product of 7*, the set of all finite strings in
alphabet 7, with itself. In other words, each position in a tuple of a relation con-
tains a finite string of arbitrary length, instead of just a single atomic value.
We emphasize that this alphabet 7 is fixed beforehand by the database designer
as part of the design process; if, for example, molecular biology data is being
modelled, then the designer might choose 7=[a, c, g, t] corresponding to the
DNA alphabet. This is in contrast with such list languages as [8, 19, 22], where
the conceptual infinite ‘‘alphabet’’ contains (names for) all the elements of the
underlying infinite and only partially known data domain.
It is quite clear that a database language operating on string relations should
have a pattern-matching ability in order to be able to express queries of the form
‘‘list all tuples of relation r, where the second component is of the form (gc+a)*.’’
However, in applications such as the aforementioned gene regulation, the language
needs to have expressive power beyond regular sets; such suggestions include
[13, 25].
In addition to data extraction features, the string language needs also data
restructuring constructs. For example, given two unary relations, one might want
to concatenate each string from one of the relations with a string from the other
relation, as opposed to merely taking the Cartesian product of the two relations.
Or, as a more complex example, one might want to shuffle two relations (we shall
see in Section 2 how to express such a transformation).
How should one build a database language having these features? From the
literature we find the following types of proposals. On the one hand, one can add,
say to relational algebra, a selection predicate [13, 19, 25] for testing membership
in a set specified by, for instance, a regular expression. This partially solves the data
extraction problem but does not support restructuring operations very well. On the
other hand, one can add a restructuring operator, based, for example, on trans-
ducers [8, 18, 31]. This gives good data restructuring abilities, but the resulting
data extraction features are often rather implicit.
Then there is the declarative approach. The idea is to design a language for
expressing properties of strings. One such proposal can be found in [22], which
essentially suggests using the modalities of temporal logic for this purpose. Each
successive position in a string is seen to be the timewise ‘‘next’’ instance of that
string. The temporal modalities lend themselves naturally to reasoning about strings.
But as shown by Wolper [34], using only the modalities next and until, the
language cannot express that a property holds in every even position of the string.
Using Wolper’s extended temporal logic would be a step in the right direction. Still,
extended temporal logic cannot express, for instance, the two-place predicate of
equalness between strings, not to mention predicates such as saying that one string
is a manifold of the other.
We therefore define a logic in which we can express both properties of individual
strings and properties relating strings to each other. The purely relational part of
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the logic is handled by the relational calculus. The string part of the logic is state
based (as opposed to second or higher order) like, for example, temporal and
dynamic logic. A state of the strings is a structure where the strings are aligned on
top of each other in a certain way, and a state change is obtained by sliding some
of the strings.
Our logic is defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a class of finite state
acceptors that provide an operational counterpart to the string handling concepts
of our logic. In Section 4 we give an algebraic language, which incorporates these
acceptors, and we show that it has the same expressive power as the logic. In Sec-
tion 5 we study the safety (evaluability within a finite domain) of the formulae in
the logic. The main tool for determining safety is the concept of limitation in the
formulae describing the string properties: does the boundedness of some variables
imply boundedness of some other variables? We show that, while the limitation
problem is undecidable in general, it is decidable for an important subclass of for-
mulae. In Section 6 we use the same subclass of formulae to obtain a characteriza-
tion of the polynomial-time hierarchy. The components of our logic corresponding
to the aforementioned acceptors are called string formulae. The string formulae as
such have the same expressive power as the multitape two-way automata. This
alone is enough for string matching [5], among other things. The string formulae,
together with one projection operator, yield the power of full Turing computability.
An extended abstract of this work has been presented in [11].
2. ALIGNMENT CALCULUS
This section introduces formally alignment calculus, our logic for expressing string
properties, and its interpretation as a string database query language. In the world
of strings we distinguish as a state an alignment of the strings. Figure 1 illustrates
an alignment of the three strings abc, abb, and cacd. Properties of an alignment
are expressed with respect to the vertical window. For instance, in the alignment of
Fig. 1 the following proposition is true: ‘‘window position of the topmost string
equals a or the window position of the middle string is different from c.’’ On the
other hand, the following proposition is false in that alignment: ‘‘the window posi-
tion of the middle and the bottom string of the alignment are equal.’’
Let 7 be henceforth a fixed finite alphabet with at least two characters. Formally
an alignment is then a partial function A: N_Z  7 from the natural numbers N
and the integers Z into the alphabet 7 with the property that for all i # N there
exists a contiguous finite interval K Ai / Z for which
A(i, j)={a,undefined,
for some a # 7 if j # K Ai ,
otherwise.
We further require either that K Ai =< (denoting the empty string =) or that
KAi & [&1, 0, 1]{< so that the window column 0 at least touches the defined area
KAi . Thus, if the alignment in Fig. 1 represents the three first rows of A, then we
have, for instance, A(2, &1)=c, A(2, 0)=a, A(2, 1)=c, A(2, 2)=d, and A(2, j)
is undefined elsewhere.
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FIG. 1. An alignment of three strings.
Alignments are connected to each other through state transitions called trans-
poses. A transpose says that certain rows in the alignment should be shifted one
position to the left or to the right. A left transpose is a construct of the form
[i1 , ..., ik]l , where k and each ij are in N, and it represents a function on the set of
all alignments. This function is defined as
[i1 , ..., ik]l A(i, j)={A(i, j+1),A(i, j),
if i # [i1 , ..., ik]; K Ai & [0, 1]{<,
otherwise
That is, each row in i1 , ..., ik is shifted one character to the left with respect to the
window column unless the window column is already at the right end of the row
in which case the row does not move.
The right transposes are denoted [i1 , ..., ik]r and are defined similarly to the left
ones, except that the rows mentioned in the expression are transposed one position
to the right, instead of to the left (e.g., [3, 5]r A(3, j)=A(3, j&1), and
[3, 5]r A(5, j)=A(5, j&1), and all the other rows remain unchanged). In Fig. 2 we
show some transposes of the alignment in Fig. 1.
The propositions on the window of a particular alignment are expressed through
window formulae which are Boolean combinations of atomic window formulae of
the form x==, x=a, or x= y, where x and y are members of a countably infinite
set V of variables, the symbol = denotes ‘‘undefined,’’ and a is a symbol in 7.
The variables range over row numbers in alignments, and they are fixed through
an assignment which is any injection %: V  N. Injectivity ensures that no two dis-
tinct variables can refer to the same row of the alignment at the same time. Given
FIG. 2. Transposing alignments.
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a particular alignment A and a window formula ,, the definition below tells us
when A satisfies , with assignment %, in symbolic notation A<,%:
1. A<(x==) % if and only if A(%x, 0) is undefined.
2. A<(x=a) % if and only if A(%x, 0)=a, where a # 7.
3. A<(x= y) % if and only if A(%x, 0)=A(%y, 0).
4. A<(, 7 ) % if and only if A<,% and A<%.
5. A<(c,) % if and only if A<,% does not hold, often denoted A<% ,%.
For instance, if the three first rows of A are as in Fig. 1 and if % maps x to 0, y to
1, and z to 2, then we have A<((x=a) 6 c( y=c)) %, and A<% (x=z) %.
We also use the shorthands x{ y for c(x= y), , 6  for c(c, 7 c), and
x1=x2=x3= } } } =xm for x1=x2 7 x2=x3 7 } } } 7 xm&1=xm . Furthermore, we
allow redundant parenthesization to clarify the structure of the formulae.
Transposes are expressed as indexed modalities in the language, and these
modalities can be applied to window formulae. Formally, if , is a window formula
and [x1 , ..., xk]/V, then [x1 , ..., xk] l , and [x1 , ..., xk]r , are called atomic string
formulae. For example, [x]l (x=c 7y=b), [x]l (x=c), and [x, z]r (z=a 6y=b)
are all atomic string formulae. The definition of satisfaction for atomic string
formulae in alignment A with assignment % is:
6. A<[x1 , ..., xk]l ,% if and only if [%x1 , ..., %xk] l A<,%.
7. A<[x1 , ..., xk]r ,% if and only if [%x1 , ..., %xk]r A<,%.
As an illustration, let A be the top-left alignment and A$ the bottom right align-
ment in Fig. 2, and let % map x to 0, y to 1, and z to 2. Then we have A<
([x] l (x=c 7 y=b)) %, A<% ([x] l (x=c)) %, and A$<([x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)) %.
We can compose atomic string formulae by concatenating them. We define a
formula word to be an expression of the form ,1,2 } } } ,k , where each ,j is an
atomic string formula. For instance, [x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[x] l (x=c 7 y=b) and
[x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[z] l (x=c) are formula words. The unique formula word
containing no atomic string formulae is denoted *; it is vacuously true in every
alignment under every assignment.
Before we proceed we shall introduce some notation for convenience: Atomic
string formulae, like [x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b) will sometimes be denoted {:, where in
the formula above { stands for [x, z]r and : stands for (z=a 6 y=b). If % is an
assignment and {: is as above, then {% denotes [%x, %z]r , and :% denotes
(z=a 6 y=b) %.
Now we can denote formula words generally by {1:1 {2:2 } } } {k:k and define:
8. A<({1 :1{2:2 } } } {k:k) % if and only if both {1%A<:1 % and {1%A<
({2 :2 } } } {k:k) % hold.
Once again, let A$ be the bottom right alignment in Fig. 2, and let % map x to
0, y to 1, and z to 2. Then we have A$<([x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[x] l (x=c 7
y=b)) %, and A$<% ([x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[z] l (x=c)) %.
Sets of formula words can be represented by expressions called string formulae:
all atomic string formulae are string formulae, and if , and  are string formulae,
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then so are , ., ,+, (,), and (,)*. We also use the shorthand ,+ for , .,*, and
,n+1 for , .,n, where ,0=*.
A string formula can be seen as a regular expression over the alphabet of atomic
string formulae. The set of formula words it thus defines is denoted L(,). For
example, if , is the string formula
([x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b) . ([x] l (x=c 7 y=b)+[z] l (x=c)),
then
L(,)=[[x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[x] l (x=c 7 y=b),
[x, z]r (z=a 6 y=b)[z] l (x=c)].
We now define:
9. A<,% for a string formula , if and only if A<({1:1 {2:2 } } } {k :k) % holds
for some formula word {1:1{2:2 } } } {k :k # L(,).
If , is the string formula given in the preceding example, A$ is the bottom right
alignment in Fig. 2, and % maps x to 0, y to 1, and z to 2, then the reader can easily
verify that indeed A$<,%. If the fourth row in alignment A$ were abababa, with
the first a positioned in the window, and % mapped variable u to 3, then we would
have A$<([u] l (u=b) .[u] l (u=a))* %, and A$<% ([u] l (u=a) .[u] l (u=b))+ %.
Let us now move on to the relational part of our language. We assume an infinite
collection R0 , R1 , R2 , ... of relation symbols, each having an arity a(Ri) # N. A
database db is any function mapping each relation symbol Ri with arity a(Ri) into
a finite subset of (7*)a(Ri). The collection of all databases is denoted DB. Thus, we
can say for instance that the tuple whose first component is the string represented
by the third row in A, and whose second component is the string represented by
the sixth row, is a member of binary relation db(R9). In symbolic notation this
amounts to writing (_A (2), _A (5)) # db(R9), where _A (i) denotes the string
represented by row i in the alignment A. This is formally defined as
A(i, min K Ai ) A(i, min K
A
i +1) A(i, min K
A
i +2) } } } A(i, max K
A
i ) # 7*.
For example, if A is the top left alignment in Fig. 2, then
_A (2)=A(2, &1) A(2, 0) A(2, 1) A(2, 2)=cacd.
We omit mentioning the alignment whenever it is clear from the context.
We then evaluate the truth of an atomic relational formula Ri (x1 , ..., xk) under
assignment % with respect to a pair consisting of an alignment and a database.
Formally, we have:
10. (A, db)<Ri (x1 , ..., xk) % if and only if (_A (%x1), ..., _A (%xk)) # db(R i).
To complete the definition of our language we take as atomic formulae the set
of all string formulae and atomic relational formulae and close it under 7 , c, and
_ with the following semantics:
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11. (A, db)<(, 7 ) % if and only if (A, db)<,% and (A, db)<%.
12. (A, db)<(c,) % if and only if (A, db)<% ,%.
13. (A, db)<(_x .,) % if and only if there exists an i # N satisfying
(A, db)<,%[x=i]. Here %[x=i] denotes an assignment which agrees with %
everywhere, except that x is now mapped to i instead.
We also use the shorthands \x ., for c_x .c,, , 6  for c(c, 7 c), and
,   for (c,) 6 .
Note that the truth definitions 19 do not depend on a particular database.
Therefore, they extend to tuples (A, db) as such; for example, in definition 2,
(A, db)<(x=a) % if and only if A(%x, 0)=a. In addition, the truth definitions 6
and 7 involving a transpose modify only the rows of the alignment A and not the
other components db and % of the truth relation; for example, in definition 6
(A, db)<[x1 , ..., xk] l ,% if and only if ([%x1 , ..., %xk]l A, db)<,%.
The language defined above consists of two distinct levels. The lower level con-
sists of the modal string formulae and is used for specifying constraints between
strings by means of transposes and character-to-character comparisons, thus per-
mitting access to the individual characters and their relative order within the strings
under consideration. The upper level is then the relational calculus over strings as
indivisible entities, with these string formulae for examining the contents of these
strings. This is in contrast with conventional first-order linear temporal logic [3,
Chap. 3.3], where modalities, connectives, and quantifiers are allowed to mix freely.
Accordingly, the domain of the upper relational level is 7*, the set of all finite
strings from the finite alphabet 7.
When formulating a query on a database, the programmer is to assume that all
the strings being reasoned about are in a starting position corresponding to an
initial alignment, an alignment where the leftmost symbol in each string is placed
one position to the right of the window, at column 1. In other words, min K Ai =1
for each row i. Initial alignments are denoted A0 . We thus have for instance
A0<(x==) % for all assignments % and initial alignments A0 . This also fixes left
transposes as the ‘‘forward’’ and right transposes as the ‘‘reverse’’ direction of string
processing. Accordingly we call a variable in a string formula unidirectional if it only
appears in left transposes and bidirectional if it appears in right transposes as well.
We have now introduced all the apparatus necessary to define the meaning of
queries in string databases. A query in our model is an expression xi1 , ..., x ik | ,,
where , is a formula whose free variables are xi1 , ..., x ik . (We assume for simplicity
the free variables of a query to be implicitly ordered by ascending index; that is,
i1< } } } <ik .) The answer to this query when posed to a database db is
,db= .
A0, %
[(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xik)) : (A0 , db)<,%]. (1)
Here the union is over all full interpretations: pairs consisting of an initial alignment
A0 and an assignment %, in which for every string u # 7* there exist infinitely many
i outside the range of % with _A0 (i)=u. This extra fullness condition ensures that
the assignments in truth definition 13 can always be formed and, hence, that the
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quantifiers range freely over 7*. The formulae , containing no atomic relational
formulae constitute pure alignment calculus. As noted above, their truth does not
depend on the current database, and hence, we call denote the corresponding
answers with , instead.
A query , then asks to list those tuples of strings for which there is a way of
initially aligning the strings, possibly together with other (quantified) strings freely
selected from 7*, then substituting the strings for the free variables and having the
formula become true with respect to the initial alignment and the database.
Given an initial alignment A0 and a constant l # N, the truncation Al0 of A0 to
length l is the initial alignment, where Al0(i, j)=A0 (i, j) when jl and undefined
otherwise. In other words, each _A0l (i) is the string containing the first l characters
of the string _A0 (i). Similarly, the truncation ,
l
db of ,db to length l is defined
following Eq. (1) as
, ldb= .
A0, %
[(_A0l (%xi1), ..., _A0l (%xik)) : (A
l
0 , db)<,%],
where the union is again over the full interpretations as in Eq. (1) above. Note
in particular that here the quantifiers range freely over 7l when determining
, ldb .
In the sequel we shall leave out the union over the full interpretations when
denoting answer sets. This existential quantification will be tacitly assumed.
Examples. Let R1 be a binary and R2 a unary string relation symbol. The
following queries will serve as an illustration of our model. We freely omit
parenthesis symbols and concatenation dots whenever we feel that the structure is
clear without them. The symbol  denotes a tautological window formula, e.g.,
x=x:
1. List the second component of all tuples in R1 , where the first component
is abc:
x | _y: R1 ( y, x) 7 ([ y]l y=a) . ([ y] l y=b) . ([ y] l y=c) . ([ y] l y==).
2. List all tuples in R1 , where the first component equals the second component:
x, y | R1 (x, y) 7 ([x, y] l x= y)* . ([x, y] l x= y==).
The second conjunct is a string formula verifying that x and y contain the same
string. In what follows it will be denoted x=s y.
3. List all tuples of R2 that are a concatenation of the two components in a
tuple in relation R1 :
x | _y, z: R1 ( y, z) 7 R2 (x)
7 ([x, y]l x= y)* . ([x, z]l x=z)* . ([x, y, z]l x= y=z==).
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4. List all tuples of R1 , where the first component is a manifold of the second
(the manifolds of string v being the strings of the form vvv } } } v):
x, y | R1 (x, y)
7 (([x, y] l x= y)* } ([ y] l y==) . ([ y]r y{=)* } ([ y]r y==))*.
([x, y] l x= y)* } ([x, y] l x= y==).
The string formula repeatedly checks that y is indeed a prefix of the remaining part
of x until x is exhausted. In what follows it will be denoted x # *s y.
5. List all tuples in R2 that are a shuffle of the two components of a tuple
in R1 :
x | _y, z: R1 ( y, z) 7 R2 (x)
7 (([x, y] l x= y)+([x, z] l x=z))* } ([x, y, z] l x= y=z==).
(The shuffle, or interleaving, of strings u and v is the set of all strings of the form
u1 v1 u2v2 } } } ukvk , where u=u1u2 } } } uk , v=v1v2 } } } vk , and each ui and vi can be of
arbitrary length, including zero.)
6. List all tuples of R1 , where the second component is of the form (gc+a)*,
as pointed out in Section 1:
x, y | R1 (x, y) 7 ((([ y] l y=g) . ([ y] l y=c))
+([ y] l y=a))* } ([ y]l y==).
7. List all tuples of R1 , where the first component occurs in the second:
x, y | R1 (x, y) 7 ([ y] l )* } ([x, y] l x= y)* } ([x] l x==).
8. List all tuples of R1 , where the edit distance between the first and the
second component is not larger than k:
x, y | R1 (x, y) 7 ([x, y] l x= y)* }
(([x, y]l +[x] l +[ y]l ) } ([x, y]l x= y)*)k.
([x, y] l x= y==).
(The edit distance between strings u and v is the minimum number of steps required
to transform u to v. Each step can consist of replacing one symbol by another, or
of inserting or deleting a symbol; see, for example, [24].)
The formula requires that x and y must match character by character, except that
in at most k places the characters need not match. A replacement can be allowed
by relaxing the window formula x= y to . An insertion into x is taken into
account by transposing only x, and a deletion from x by transposing only y.
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Edit distance is an example of a measure of similarity useful in sequence database
queries [16, p. 36, 25, Section 3]. Compared with the very general domain-inde-
pendent framework studied in [16], alignment calculus lacks essentially a means to
express numerical degrees of similarity, as witnessed by the fact that k is a constant
and not a parameter in the query above. Much of this functionality can, however,
be captured within the current semantics by using strings for counting; for example,
x, y, z | R1 (x, y) 7
7 ([x, y] l x= y)* }
(([x, y, z]l (z=a)+[x, z]l (z=a)+[ y, z]l (z=a)) } ([x, y]l x= y)*)* }
([x, y, z]l x= y=z==)
lists all the tuples (u, v, ak) , where (u, v) # db(R1), and the edit distance of u and
v is at most k|u|+|v|.
9. List all tuples of R2 that are of the form aXbXa, where X # 7* (the string
formula x=s y for string equality was defined in Example 2 above):
x | _y, z: ( y=s z) 7 R2 (x)
7 ([x] l x=a) } ([x, y] l x= y)* } ([x, y] l x=b 7 y==).
([x, z] l x=z)* } ([x, z]l x=a 7 z==) } ([x]l x==).
The formula states the existence of a string y, for which x is of the form aybya.
Instead of explicitly transposing y to the right, the formula states the existence of
an identical copy z for verifying that the first and second occurrences of y are
indeed equal. This shows how the logical ‘‘and’’ operation can be used to ‘‘reset’’ the
strings into their initial alignment.
10. List all tuples of R2 that are in the language consisting of strings contain-
ing an equal number of a’s and b’s and only those symbols:
x | _y, z: R2 (x) 7 (([x, y] l x=a 7 y{=)+([x, z] l x=b 7 z{=))* }
([x, y, z]l x= y=z==)
7 ([ y, z]l y{= 7 z{=)* } ([ y, z]l y=z==).
The formula says that each occurrence of the character a in x must match some
position in a string y. Likewise, each occurrence of the character b must match a
position in a string z. Furthermore, it says that strings y and z must be exhausted
simultaneously, thus requiring them to be of equal length.
11. List all tuples of R2 that are in the language [anbncn: n # N]:
x | _y: R2 (x) 7 ([x, y] l x=a 7 y{=)* } ([ y] l y==).
([x]l  } [ y]r x=b 7 y{=)* } ([ y]r y==).
([x, y] l x=c 7 y{=)* } ([x, y]l x= y==).
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Here we require that x is of the form a*b*c* and that there is a ‘‘counter string’’ y,
which is in one-to-one correspondence with each of the three portions of x. The
third line of the formula also shows how ‘‘simultaneous’’ left and right transposi-
tions are expressible in string formulae.
12. List all tuples of R2 that are of the form (a+b)* and whose second half
is a translation of the first half, obtained by replacing each a by b and each b by a.
This type of problem occurs, for example, in [2]:
x | _y, z: R2 (x) 7 ([x, y] l x= y)* }
([ y] l y==) } ([x, z] l x=z)* } ([z]l z==)
7 ([ y, z]l ( y=a 7 z=b) 6 ( y=b 7 z=a))* } ([ y, z] l y=z==).
The formula states that x is of the form yz, where z is the translation of y.
Note that in all the examples above there is at most one bidirectional variable in
any string formula. We shall later see that these right-restricted formulae form an
important subclass of alignment calculus.
3. ALIGNMENT CALCULUS AND COMPUTATION
Since the queries are expressed in alignment calculus in a declarative fashion, we
need a procedural interpretation of the formulae in order to be able to compute the
answers. Our procedural language is an extension of relational algebra, the main
addition being a selection operator based on certain finite state devices. These finite
state devices correspond to the string formulae in the query.
Informally, a k-tape finite state acceptor (k-FSA) is a ‘‘nondeterministic k-tape
two-way finite state automaton with endmarkers,’’ a straightforward generalization
of the familiar one-tape case [14, Chap. 2.6 and Exercises 2.182.20]. Other
variants of multitape automata have also been studied in the literature, for example
[1, 12, 20], while their use in modelling molecular biological phenomena has been
advocated in, for example, [26].
Formally, a k-FSA A=(Q, s, F, T) is a system, where Q is a finite set of
states, s # Q is a distinguished start state, FQ is a set of final states, and
T(Q_(7 _ [c% , 8])k)_(Q_[&1, 0, +1]k)) is a transition relation. The elements
(( p, c1 , ..., ck) , (q, d1 , ..., dk)) # T, which are called transitions, have the additional
restriction that if ci=c% then di {&1 and if ci=8 then di {+1 for every tape
i=1, ..., k. This restriction means that the head cannot leave the tape area marked
by the left and right endmarkers c% and 8.
The configurations of A on input W=(w1 , ..., wk), where each wi is a string from
7*, are ( p, n1 , ..., nk) , in which p # Q and 0ni|wi |+1 for every tape i=1, ..., k.
(Here |wi | denotes the length of the string wi , measured as usual by the number
of character occurrences in it.) A configuration (q, n1+d1 , ..., nk+dk) is a next
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configuration of ( p, n1 , ..., nk) on W if and only if (( p, w1[n1], ..., wk[nk]) ,
(q, d1 , ..., dk)) # T, where
c% , j=0,
a1 } } } am[ j]={aj , 1 jm,
8, j=m+1,
denotes the j th character on the tape containing the string a1 } } } am # 7*. In addi-
tion, w[ j } } } k] is a shorthand for w[ j] w[ j+1] w[ j+2] } } } w[k].
A computation of A on W is any sequence C1C2C3 } } } of its configurations on
W, where Ci+1 is a next configuration of C i . A computation C=C1C2 C3 } } } Cm
accepts W if and only if its first configuration C1 is the initial configuration
(s, 0, ..., 0) , it is finite, the state of its last configuration Cm belongs to F, and Cm
has no next configuration on W. The language L(A) accepted by A consists of the
tuples W accepted by Athat is, those W for which a finite accepting computation
exists.
We often view A as a graph with vertices Q and an edge labelled ‘‘c1 d1 } } } ck dk ’’
from p to q if and only if T contains a transition (( p, c1 , ..., ck) , (q, d1 , ..., dk)). A
computation can then be viewed as tracing a path in this graph. In this view it is
also natural to define the size of A, denoted |A|, as the number |Q| of transitions
in it.
Analogously to variables in string formulae, tape i of A is said to be bidirectional
if and only if T contains a transition where di=&1; otherwise it is unidirectional.
The operational intuition is that bidirectional tapes can be scanned back and forth,
while unidirectional tape squares can only be read once. A transition is stationary
if and only if d1= } } } =dk=0; that is, no tape movement occurs. These form the
FSA counterpart of the =-transitions in classical, one-tape automata theory.
A k-FSA can be modified to disregard tape l by replacing its every transition
(( p, ..., cl&1 , cl , cl+1 , ...), (q, ..., dl&1 , dl , dl+1 , ...))
with
(( p, ..., cl&1 , c% , cl+1 , ...) , (q, ..., d l&1 , 0, d l+1 , ...)) .
That is, tape l is retained but never moved from its leftmost endmarker c% .
Using the FSAs introduced above we can compute the ‘‘bindings’’ that make
string formulae true in initial alignments.
Theorem 3.1. For each string formula , on variables x1 , ..., xk there is an effec-
tively constructible k-FSA A, satisfying L(A,)=,. Moreover, A, can be chosen to
fulfill the following properties:
1. Tape i is bidirectional only if variable xi is.
2. The start state s has no incoming transitions.
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3. Either A, consists of a single nonfinal start state or every transition is on
some path from the start state into a unique final state f.
4. This final state f (if it exists) is different from the start state, has no outgoing
transitions and its incoming transitions are exactly the stationary transitions of A, .
5. Disregarding the bidirectional tapes of A, , for each path P from s to f there
exists a computation tracing exactly P.
Proof. The intuition behind the theorem is the familiar equivalence of regular
expressions and finite automata, with string formulae as expressions and FSAs as
automata. The fundamental building blocks of string formulae and FSAs, atomic
string formulae and transitions, are closely related: both specify a one-step move-
ment and a Boolean test. The extra properties 1 to 5 will become useful later;
intuitively, they state that we can even perform a kind of ‘‘data flow analysis’’ on
the FSA, yielding a lot of explicit information on its operation. For example,
property 5 states how to determine the unidirectional inputs accepted by the FSA.
First note that A0<,% if and only if A$0<,%$, where _A0 (%xi)=_A$0 (%$xi) for all
i=1, ..., k. Hence, without loss of generality we can restrict attention to the assign-
ment %, where xi [ i (that is, row i contains the string bound to xi) and omit
mentioning it explicitly.
Say that a configuration (p, n1 , ..., nk) of A, on input (w1 , ..., wk) corresponds
to the alignment A if and only if for every tape i=1, ..., k both w[ |K Ai |+1]=8 and
w[min K Ai +ni } } } max K
A
i +ni]=_A (i) hold. In other words, row i contains
exactly wi aligned so that the window column 0 contains its ni th character. (Techni-
cally, this leaves the structure of rows k+1, ... open. In string formulae, however,
the truth definition does not modify the assignment so these extra rows can safely
be ignored. Note also that FSAs differentiate between the left and right ends of
the empty string = while alignments do not.) For example, Fig. 3 shows the tape
configuration corresponding to the alignment in Fig. 1. Now the truth of a window
formula in a window column (definitions 15) carries over naturally to the corre-
sponding tape configurations, where A<(xi==) is interpreted as ‘‘tape i contains
either a c% or a 8.’’
Then we prove the following stronger claim by induction on the structure of ,:
There is a computation of A, starting at a configuration C and
ending at a configuration C$ if and only if L(,) contains a formula
word ={1:1 } } } {m:m with the property that C corresponds to the
alignments A satisfying A< and C$ corresponds to alignments A$=
{m ( } } } ({1 A) } } } ).
FIG. 3. The tapes corresponding to an alignment.
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This claim is needed when ,1 .,2 is translated by joining the inductively obtained
A,1 and A,2 in a serial manner, so that the latter can safely start in whatever tape
configuration the former halted. Moreover, properties 1 to 4 are enforced during the
construction. Property 5 is also enforced, but in an amended form, where the first
configuration of the computation need not be initial. This amendment is again
required for the orderly concatenation of FSAs.
Let us now proceed with the induction. For an atomic string formula transposing
left [xi1 , ..., xip]l  the state space will contain the nonfinal start state s; the final
state f satisfying the requirements of property 3; and an intermediate nonfinal state
q(b1, ..., bk) for every (b1 , ..., bk) # (7 _ [c% , 8])
k. These are used to enforce the
invariant for property 5. The transition graph will consist of the two-edge paths in
Fig. 4, where the index (b1 , ..., bk) corresponds to a window column satisfying 
(restricted to the relevant rows 1, ..., k). Furthermore, for every tape j=1, ..., k the
direction dj and the index character bj are chosen to fulfill the restriction that
dj=+1 and bj # 7 _ [8] if j is one of the transposed variable indices i1 , ..., ip and
ai {8. For the other j we require that dj=0 and bj=aj .
Consider now all the transitions entering f generated in Fig. 4. By the construc-
tion, these are exactly on the character combinations b1 , ..., bk , for which  is true
in the corresponding alignments, as they must have A(i, 0)= g(bi) for each tape
i=1, ..., k, where g(c)=c when c # 7 and undefined for c% and 8. These transitions
are stationary, so these alignments A$ are also the ones corresponding to the accept-
ing configurations C$. Consider then all the transitions entering an intermediate
state q(b1, ..., bk) from s generated in Fig. 4. By the construction, these are exactly on
the character combinations a1 , ..., ak , for which applying d1 , ..., dk to the tapes can
possibly result in b1 , ..., bk appearing under the heads. Moreover, di=+1 if and
only if variable xi is among the transposed ones and ai {8; it is 0 otherwise. Hence,
we have that the alignments A corresponding to the starting configurations C (in
which the state is s) are exactly those that can yield some suitable A$ when
[i1 , ..., ip]l is applied to it. All in all, the existence of a computation from C to C$
traversing a path generated in Fig. 4which by the construction are exactly the
accepting computationsis equivalent to the existence of the corresponding A and
A$=[xi1 , ..., xip]l A satisfying A<, and the inductive claim holds. In addition,
property 5 holds (even for all the tapes and not just the unidirectional ones), since
for every a1 , ..., ak the following b1 , ..., bk is possible for some suitable C and C$.
Properties 1 and 2 are easily seen from the construction. Property 4 holds except
when in Fig. 4 we have d1= } } } =dk=0 (and hence also a1=b1 , ..., ak=bk); that
is, the paths that begin with a stationary transition. Fortunately we can always
bypass these transitions as shown in Fig. 5, where the bypassed transition pair is
drawn with solid arrows while the new bypassing transition is dashed. This is the
FSA version of the well-known technique for not generating =-transitions when
FIG. 4. One path in the implementation of an atomic string formula.
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FIG. 5. Bypassing a stationary transition.
converting a regular expression into a traditional nondeterministic finite automaton
(NFA) [9]. Note also that bypassing preserves property 5. Property 3 can be enfor-
ced by removing every state without incoming transitions, except s.
Atomic string formulae transposing right are handled similarly; the details are
omitted.
For the concatenation ,1 .,2 , A, is constructed as follows: Obtain inductively A,1
and A,2 . If A,1 or A,2 has no final state, then A, will be a singleton rejecting start
state. This is correct, since by induction L(,1 .,2) contains no satisfiable formula
word .
Assume then that A,1 and A,2 each do have a final state f1 and f2 . Merge f1 into
the start state s2 of A,2 . Apply then the bypassing technique of Fig. 5 to the new
incoming stationary transitions of s2 to reinstate property 4. Then property 3 can
also be reinstated by first deleting s2 (together with the transitions entering and
leaving it, which have now been bypassed), then checking reachability by standard
techniques. If the start state s1 of A,1 (now also of A,) and the final state f2 of A,2
(now also of A,) are unconnected (because bypassing produced no transitions at
all), A, will contain just the start state s1 . Properties 1 and 2 follow directly from
induction.
To see that the inductive claim holds, examine any accepting computation C of
A, from C to C$. By the construction, it can be uniquely divided into C1bb$C2 ,
where the segment Ct uses only transitions found already in A,t and configuration
b$=(q$, n1+d1 , ..., nk+dk) follows from configuration b=(q, n1 , ..., nk) , using a
bypassing transition generated by the construction. That is, A,1 had originally
a transition ((q, u1[n1], ..., uk[nk]) , ( f1 , 0, ..., 0)) , and A,2 had a transition
((s2 , u1[n1], ..., uk[nk]) , (q$, d1 , ..., dk)). Hence, C1 b( f1 , n1 , ..., nk) is an accepting
computation of A,1 and (s2 , n1 , ..., nk)b$C2 of A,2 on (u1 , ..., uk) . By our stronger
inductive claim this is equivalent to having the formula words =
{1:1 } } } {m :m # L(,1) and $={$1:$1 } } } {$m$:$m$ # L(,2) for which the alignments A
corresponding to C, A" corresponding to both b and (s2 , n1 , ..., nk) (as the state
is ignored), and A$ corresponding to C$ satisfy the three facts: A<, A"=
{m ( } } } ({1 A) } } } )<$, and A$={$m$ ( } } } ({$1A") } } } ). This in turn is equivalent to the
claim.
Property 5 is seen in a similar way. Let U1 and U2 be the set of unidirectional
tapes in A,1 and A,2 , respectively. Any path P through A, can be partitioned
with respect to its bypassing transition into P1((p, c1 , ..., ck) , (p$, d1 , ..., dk))P2 ,
that is, into subpath P1 before the bypassing transition, the transition itself, and
subpath P2 after it. Property 5 applies inductively to the paths P1((p, c1 , ..., ck) ,
( f1 , 0, ..., 0)) and ((s2 , c1 , ..., ck) , (p$, d1 , ..., dk))P2 , where the bypassing transition
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has been revoked. Let, then, the accepting configuration of A$,1 be C"1=
( f1 , ..., ni , ...) in the corresponding computation C1 C"1 on some input strings vi ,
where i # U1 , and let the initial configuration of A$,2 be C"2=(s2 , ..., n j , ...) in the
corresponding computation C"2C2 on some other input strings wj , where j # U2 . For
any unidirectional tape i # U1 of A,1 , C1C"1 has never visited the characters
vi[ni+1], vi[ni+2], vi[ni+3], ... to the right of the head; similarly, for any uni-
directional tape j # U2 of A,2 , C"2 C2 has not visited the characters wj[n$j&1],
wj[n$j&2], wj[n$j&3], ... to the left of the head. (This obviously fails for the bidirec-
tional tapes.) Moreover, by the bypassing construction it must be the case that
vi[ni]=wi[n$i]=ci for all the tapes i=1, ..., k in A, and, hence, especially its
unidirectional tapes U=U1 & U2 . We can construct the desired computation on the
input strings uh=wh[1 } } } n$h&1] vh[nh } } } |vh |] for h # U as C$1C"C$2 , where C$1 is
C1 , disregarding the tapes not in U; C$2 is C2 , disregarding the tapes not in U,
taking into account that character wh[nh+r] is now found in tape position n$h+r
insteadthat is, n$h&nh is added to all indices h # U. C" is the configuration replacing
C"1 and C"2 as a result of applying the bypassing transition instead. This completes the
concatenation case.
The construction of A, for the Kleene closure * proceeds as follows: obtain
inductively A . If it contains just a start state s, it suffices unmodified. Otherwise, add
a new final state f $ and a stationary transition from s into it on every character com-
bination from (7 _ [c% , 8])k. Intuitively, these express not entering the loop A at all.
Remove all stationary transitions from s to the original final state f of A , because
they are already represented with the transitions added in the preceding step. Imple-
ment the loop A by merging f into s and apply the bypassing technique of Fig. 5,
following the concatenation case above. That is, we interpret * as the infinite repeat-
ing formula *+( . (*+ . ( } } } ))). Finally apply reachability analysis to reclaim
property 3. The claim and properties follow from a straightforward inductive
generalization of the argumentation presented in the concatenation case above; the
details are omitted.
In selection ,1+,2 we simply merge together the start state s1 of A,1 and s2 of A,2
to form the new start state and their respective final states f1 and f2 (if any) to form
the new final state. The claim, properties, and invariant follow directly from induc-
tion. Hence, the whole claim is proved.
Now, given a string formula , on variables x1 , ..., xk to translate into a k-FSA, we
use the claim proved above to first construct a A, for which the stronger claim holds.
Then we concatenate (in the sense described above) it at the end of the single-trans-
ition k-FSA ((s, c% , ..., c% ), ( f, 0, ..., 0)) with start state s and final state f. Intuitively,
this k-FSA tests that the alignment in which the truth is determined is indeed initial.
This removes all paths from the start state which start in a noninitial tape configura-
tion; thus property 5 is now made to hold, even without the amendment. K
The converse of Theorem 3.1 is also true, so the computational power of k-FSAs
correspond exactly to string formulae over k variables.
Theorem 3.2. For each k-FSA A there is a string formula ,A on variables
x1 , ..., xk satisfying ,A=L(A). Moreover, variable xi is bidirectional if and only if
tape i is.
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Proof. The idea is to describe each transition t=((p, c1 , ..., ck) , (q, d1 , ..., dk)) of




xi=c$i+ .{tl  .{ tr,
where c$i=ci when ci # 7 and ‘‘=’’ otherwise. Here [ ]l denotes the left transpose of
no variables, which reduces to the identity function on transposes by definition. In
addition, xi appears in {tl ({
t
r , respectively) if and only if di=+1 (&1, respectively)
in t. The intention is that t can be taken in a configuration C=(p, n1 , ..., nk) on
input (u1 , ..., uk) if and only if t is true in the corresponding alignments A. (Recall
the correspondence between configurations and alignments from the proof
of Theorem 3.1. We also omit mentioning the assignment % explicitly here as
well.) Moreover, {tr{
t
l A corresponds to the resulting tape configuration
(q, n1+d1 , ..., nk+dk). That is, t expresses exactly the operational semantics of t.
Then the final string formula ,A is written to accept the formula word t1 } } } tm if
and only if the transitions t1 } } } tm form a path through A; any standard conversion
from nondeterministic finite automata to regular expressions suffices. This also
implies the extra bidirectionality condition on ,A , since {t performs exactly the trans-
positions corresponding to the tape movements in t.
We can safely assume that A has a unique final state f which is also distinct from
the start state and has no outgoing transitions. A slight complication arises since
string formulae do not differentiate between the left and right ends of a string, while
FSAs do. Namely, if any state p did have transitions t1=((p, ..., ci&1 , c% , ci+1 , ...) ,
(q1 , ...)) and t2=((p, ..., ci&1 , 8, ci+1 , ...), (q2 , ...)) it would be wrong to
indiscriminately test for xi== in both t1 and t2 . Fortunately A can be normalized
to get rid of these conflicts by indexing the state space as in Theorem 3.1. The state
space will consist of p(b1, ..., bk) , where b i # [c% , C, 8] denotes whether the state can be
exited only on the condition that the head of tape i must be on c% , between the
endmarkers, or on 8. There will be a transition
((p(b1, ..., bk) , c1 , ..., ck) , (q(e1, ..., ek) , d1 , ..., dk))
if and only if there originally was a transition
((p, c1 , ..., ck) , (q, d1 , ..., dk))
and for each tape i=1, ..., k, one of the following cases holds:
v di=0 and bi=ei ; that is, the tape does not move.
v di=+1 and ei # [C, 8]; that is, the tape moves left and may end up
between the endmarkers or on the right one (but certainly not on the left one).
Note that the transitions leaving q(e1, ..., ek) verify that the index is indeed
respected.
v Symmetrically di=&1 and ei # [c% , C].
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The new start state will be s(c% , ..., c% ) , where s is the original start state, because in
the beginning all heads are known to be on c% . The states f( } } } ) will be the new final
states. By the assumption, no transitions exit from them, and so they can even be
merged into one new unique final state. Every state and transition not on any path
from the new start state to the new final state can be ignored.
Let now the states of the normalized A be numbered 1, ..., n so that the start
state is assigned number 1 and the final one n (in addition, n2). Following [27,
Theorem 3.17] we define inductively the formulae Eijk to express the paths from
state i to state j not going through any of the states k+1, ..., n; initially
Eij0=t1+ } } } +ta , where t1 , ..., ta are the transitions from i to j. (If there are
none, Eij0=[ ] l c, instead, to signal that no valid computation can proceed in
one step from state i to state j.) Inductively,
Eijk={
E +ij(k&1) , i= j=k,
Eij(k&1) .E*jk(k&1) , i{ j=k,
E*ik(k&1) .Ekj(k&1) , i=k{ j,
Eij(k&1)+Eik(k&1) .E*kk(k&1) .Ekj(k&1) , i{ j{k,
where the results are simplified using the rules
E . [ ]l c=[ ] lc .E
=[ ] lc,
E . ([ ]l c)*=([ ]lc)* .E
=E,
E+[ ]l c=[ ] lc+E
=E
to eliminate the unsatisfiable atomic string formulae ‘‘[ ] lc’’ from the result (or
to reduce the formula into one, if the start and final states of A are not connected
with each other by transitions). Now ,A =E1nn and ,t1 } } } ,tm (viewed as a formula
word) is a member of L(,A ) if and only if t1 } } } tm is a path of transitions through
A. For example, the first case says that the paths of at least one transition from
state i back to itself, visiting only states 1, ..., i are obtained by repeating the paths
from i back to itself visiting 1, ..., i&1.
Assume now that C0 } } } Cm is an accepting computation of A on (u1 , ..., uk)
traversing the path t1 } } } tm . For all i=1, ..., m the following two facts hold: by the
construction we have Ai&1<ti , where Ai&1 is the alignment corresponding to
Ci&1 , exactly when t i is possible in Ci&1 ; we also have Ai={ ir {
i
lAi&1 exactly when
Ci can follow Ci&1 as a result of applying t i . Hence, the assumption is equivalent
to having A0<t1 } } } tm . Therefore, equivalently, A0<,A , and A0 is the initial
alignment corresponding to the initial configuration C0 , as required. K
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The most interesting property of FSAs (and, hence, of string formulae as well) for
our application is the following.
Definition 3.1. Let A be a (k+l )-FSA. Its tapes 1, ..., k limit the other tapes
k+1, ..., k+l if and only if there is a function WA : Nk  N with the property: if
(u1 , ..., uk , v1 , ..., vl) # L(A), then |vi |WA ( |u1 |, ..., |uk | ) for every i=1, ..., l.
We denote this condition [1, ..., k] ^ [k+1, ..., k+l]. The limitation problem is
to determine the existence (and preferably even a method of computing the values)
of fA , given A, k, and l. Intuitively the limitation problem is ‘‘consider A no longer
an acceptor but a kind of a generalized Mealy machine [14, Chap. 2.7] with input
tapes 1, ..., k, output tapes k+1, ..., k+l, nondeterministic control, and no require-
ment to consume input while producing output. Does A have any input
(u1 , ..., uk) for which infinitely many different outputs (v1 , ..., vl) are possible?’’
The problem extends naturally to any partition of tapes, or equivalently variables,
to inputs and outputs. Hence, we try to determine the ways in which a given string
acceptance device can be used safely as a string production device in this particular
query, rather than forcing the database programmer to work with explicit string
production devices as in [8, 18, 31]. (Related transducer problems have been
studied by Weber [32, 33].) We defer, however, further discussion of the limitation
problem to Section 5.
In Fig. 6 we show an example of a string formula and a corresponding finite state
acceptor drawn as a graph. The alphabet 7 is for simplicity assumed to be [a, b].
FIG. 6. A string formula and a corresponding 3-FSA.
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Next we examine briefly the problem of actually simulating an FSA to see if it
accepts the given inputs. First, an auxiliary result shows how to specialize an FSA,
given some of its inputs as constants.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a (k+l )-FSA and u1 , ..., uk # 7* be strings. Then we can
construct an l-FSA B, where L(B)=[(v1 , ..., vl) : (u1 , ..., uk , v1 , ..., vl) # L(A)] in
polynomial time with respect to |A| >ki=1 ( |ui |+2).
Proof. Each state of B is of the form p(n1, ..., nk) , where p is a state of A and
0ni|ui |+1 for each i=1, ..., k. This state is final if and only if p is. The start
state is s(0, ..., 0) , where s is the start state of A.
Each transition ((p, c1 , ..., ck+l), (q, d1 , ..., dk+l)) of A induces into B the transitions
((p(n1, ..., nk) , ck+1 , ..., ck+l) , (q(n1+d1, ..., nk+dk) , dk+1 , ..., dk+l)) ,
where ui[ni]=ci for all i=1, ..., k. This yields the stated time bound from the maxi-
mum number of transitions induced into B by a transition of A.
In other words, B remembers in its finite control where the heads would be on
the tapes 1, ..., k of A, given their contents u1 , ..., uk . This also induces a one-to-one
correspondence between a configuration (p, n1 , ..., nk+l) of A on input (u1 , ..., uk ,
v1 , ..., vl) and a configuration (p(n1, ..., nk) , nk+1 , ..., nk+l) of B on input (v1 , ..., vl)
from which correctness follows. K
The net result is that for any fixed FSA the acceptance problem is polynomial.
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a fixed k-FSA. Then L(A) # P.
Proof. Given the input U=(u1 , ..., uk) we can check if A accepts it in time
polynomial with respect to |u1 |, ..., |uk | with the following algorithm.
Apply Lemma 3.1 to A and U (that is, l=0). Because A is predefined, |A| and
k are now constants, and the time required is polynomial with respect to
|u1 |, ..., |uk |. The result is a 0-FSA B of polynomial size: a graph whose nodes
correspond to the configurations of A on U, and whose edges point to the possible
next configurations. Now A has an accepting computation on U if and only
if B contains a path from the initial state to a final state without outgoing edges.
Checking this is polynomial with respect to |B|. K
If we now turn our attention to the problem of evaluating queries formulated in
the full language, the first issue we have to tackle is the possible infiniteness of the
answer set. For instance, the answer to the query x | ([x]l x=a)* } ([x] l x==) is
the infinite set [=, a, aa, ...]. Since our alphabet 7 is finite, a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for finite answers would be that every component in a tuple in the
answer is of a bounded length. This concept of (semantic) safety corresponds to the
full semantics of Section 2, where quantification ranges over the entire domain 7*,
making it the alignment calculus counterpart for the (output-restricted ) unlimited
interpretation of the traditional relational calculus [15]. However, the ability of
alignment calculus queries to construct new strings explicitly should also be some-
how constrained to ensure the finiteness of the actual query evaluation process.
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Consider, for example, the formula |: \x_y ([x, y]1 x=y)* } [x, y]1 (x== 7
y{=), which states that for every string x there exists another string y having x
as a proper prefix. For every choice of string x an infinite collection of possible
strings y should be examined when trying to falsify |. Hence, we restrict ourselves
to formulae whose validation needs only a finite amount of information, although
we might not a priori know how much. In other words, we adopt theoretically the
countable invention interpretation [15] and seek in practice to limit it further to the
finite case.
Definition 3.2. The alignment calculus formula , is domain independent if and
only if there exists a limit function W, : DB  N with the property that ,db=
, ldb for every database db and constant lW, (db).
The intuition is that the finite domain 7W,(db) is now a sufficient active domain
for the correct evaluation of ,db . The concept of domain indepence in the rela-
tional calculus [29, Chap. 3.8] means that the answer of a query stabilizes into its
final value once sufficiently many different elements of the domain are considered
as values for the variables. Analogously, Definition 3.2 requires that the answer sta-
bilizes once sufficiently long strings are considered. This length limit must, however,
depend on the current database db as well. (More precisely, it depends on the
length of the longest string in any relation mentioned in the query, as in Eq. (2)
below, but not on the strings themselves.)
It is essential to let the limit function W, depend not only on the query , but also
on the current database db; otherwise there would be no domain-independent way
to express, for example, the safe query asking for the strings which are a concatena-
tion of a string from R1 and another from R3 . For example, the safety concept of
Ginsburg and Wang [8, p. 299, 31, p. 50] defines W, to be a constant, independent
of the current database db. This precludes constructing string concatenations or
reversals safely [18, p. 24] and is, therefore, too stringent.
As an example of a domain-independent query, consider x | R(x) 7
([x] l x=a)* } ([x] l x==). The answer set is finite because the candidate strings
have to appear in database relation R; any corresponding W majorizes the length
of the longest string in R. An answer set can, of course, also be finite, as a conse-
quence of the finiteness of the language specified by a string formula. (More
involved reasons for finiteness are studied in Section 5 by considering the con-
straints induced by the limitation properties of string formulae, as in Definition 3.1.)
In either case there is an explicit bound on the active domain, depending on the
formula and the database.
4. ALIGNMENT ALGEBRA
This section introduces alignment algebra, our string-oriented counterpart to
classical relational algebra. Together with the k-FSAs introduced in Section 3, it
forms our procedural counterpart to alignment calculus:
v If R is a relation symbol of arity k, it is also an expression in alignment
algebra of the same arity. Its value when applied to particular database db is db(R),
the relation assigned to symbol R by db.
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v 7* is an expression of arity 1 whose value is 7*, the set of all finite strings
from the alphabet 7. (Recall that this alphabet was fixed beforehand.) In addition
7l, where l # N is a constant, is an expression of arity 1 with db(7l)=
[u # 7*: |u|l] as its value. In other words, we include explicit domain symbols for
both the underlying infinite domain 7* and its finite truncations 7l. These enable
the generation of new strings not already in the database.
v If E and F are expressions with equal arities, then E _ F is an expression of
this common arity with db(E _ F )=db(E) _ db(F ).
v If E and F are expressions with equal arities, then E"F is an expression of
this common arity with db(E"F )=db(E)"db(F).
v E & F is a shorthand for E"(E"F ).
v If E and F are expressions, then E_F is an expression of arity a(E)+a(F )
with db(E_F )=db(E)_db(F).
v If E is an expression and [i1 , ..., iu] a list of distinct numbers between 1 and
a(E), then ?i1, ..., iu E is an expression of arity u with
db(?i1, ..., iu E)=[(vi1 , ..., viu) : (v1 , ..., va(E)) # db(E)].
It is also possible to have u=0 in which case db(? E) is a relation of arity 0; it is
< if db(E)=< and the full relation [( )] otherwise. Note that [( )] can be
represented algebraically with for example ?70.
v If E is an expression and A an a(E)-FSA, then _AE is an expression of
arity a(E) with db(_A E)=db(E) & L(A). In other words, selection is performed by
retaining only the tuples of E that A accepts.
v There are no other expressions in alignment algebra.
An expression E is said to be finitely evaluable if 7* appears only in subexpres-
sions of the form _A (F_(7*)n), where F is finitely evaluable and A fulfills
[1, ..., a(F )] ^ [a(F )+1, ..., a(F )+n]. This subclass is interesting because of the
intuition behind Definition 3.1: while the infinitary operator 7* is unimplementable
as such, in finitely evaluable subexpressions it is used merely as the finite output of
the generalized Mealy machine A.
First we prove that alignment algebra is no more expressive than alignment
calculus and, further, that finitely evaluable expressions are no more expressive than
domain-independent queries.
Theorem 4.1. For each alignment algebra expression E there exists an alignment
calculus formula ,E with free variables x1 , x2 , ..., xa(E) satisfying db(E)=,E db for
every database db. Moreover, if E is finitely evaluable then ,E is domain independent.
Proof. The claims can be proved by induction on the structure of E. For a rela-
tion symbol R the corresponding formula ,R is R(x1 , ..., xa(R)): by definition
(u1 , ..., ua(R)) # ,R db if and only if there exists a full interpretation A0 , %, where
_A0 (%xi)=ui for all i=1, ..., a(R) and (A0 , db)<,R%. By the truth definition this
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is equivalent in turn to (u1 , ..., ua(R)) # db(R), proving that db(R)=,R db , as
required. Choose for the second claim W,R (db)=max(R, db), where
max(R, db)=max[ |u|: ( ..., u, ...) # db(R)] (2)
extracts the length of the longest string in db(R). Hence, Al0 never truncates a string
appearing in R when lW,R (db), and so (A0 , db)<,R% if and only if
(Al0 , db)<,R %, proving that ,R db=,R 
l
db , as required.
It suffices to select any identically true formula with free variable x1 for ,7* ; take,
for example, [ ] l x1==. It is not domain independent, but neither is 7* finitely
evaluable by itself.
Choosing ,7k=([x1]l )k . [x1] l x1== yields (recalling that a left transpose
has no effect when A0 (%x1 , 0)=A0 (%x1 , 1)==) a formula that is true, if and only
if |_A0 (%x1)|k, as required. This formula is also domain independent with
W,7k (db)=k, since ,7k 
l
db=7
min(k, l) by construction.
For union choose ,E _ F=,E 6 ,F . Now u=(u1 , ..., ua) # ,E _ F db (where a is
the common arity of E and F ) if and only if there exists a full interpretation A0 ,
% satisfying both _A0 (%x i)=ui for all i=1, ..., a and (A0 , db)<,E, or
(A0 , db)<,F %. By definition this is equivalent to having u # ,E db or u # ,F db .
That is,
,E _ F db=,E db _ ,F db (3)
from which ,E _ F  db=db(E) _ db(F )=db(E _ F ) by induction as required. E _ F
is finitely evaluable if and only if both E and F are; then by induction both ,E and
,F are domain independent, and the function W,E _ F (db)=max(W,E (db), W,F (db))
exists. When lW,E _ F (db) we can calculate as follows:
,E _ F db=,E db _ ,F db by Eq. (3)
=,E  ldb _ ,F 
l
db by the choice of l
=[(_A0l (%xi1), ..., _A0l (%xik)) : (A
l
0 , db)<,E%]
_ [(_A0l (%xi1), ..., _A0l (%x ik)) : (A
l
0 , db)<,F %]
=[(_A0l (%xi1), ..., _A0l (%xik)) : (A
l
0 , db)<,E%
or (Al0 , db)<,F%]
=,E _ F  ldb .
Hence, the second claim holds as well.
Choosing ,E"F=,E 7c,F can be justified by a similar calculation. So can
,E_F=,E 7 ,$F , where ,$F is obtained from ,F by renaming each free variable x i
into xi+a(E) . In both cases the expression is finitely evaluable if and only if both E
and F are, so W(db)=max(W,E (db), W,F (db)) is again the corresponding limit
function by a similar calculation as above.
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For a selection choose ,_AE=,E 7 ,A , where ,A is supplied by Theorem 3.2:
,_AEdb=,E  db & ,A =db(E) & L(A)=db(_AE). If _A E is finitely evaluable,
then E is of the form F_(7*) l, where F is inductively finitely evaluable and A
fulfills the condition [1, ..., a(F )] ^ [a(F )+1, ..., a(F )+l] via some function fA :
Na(F )  N. Hence, the function
W,_AE (db)=max(W,F (db), fA (W,F (db), ..., W,F (db)))
does exist. When lW,_AE (db) we have ,F db=,F 
l
db by definition; in par-
ticular, (u1 , ..., ua(F )) # ,F db implies |ui |W,F (db) for all i=1, ..., a(F ). This in
turn means that (u1 , ..., ua(F ) , v1 , ..., vl) # L(A) implies |vj | fA (W,F (db), ...,
W,F (db))), since fA is nondecreasing by its definition. Hence, ,_AE db=,F 7




Finally, for a projection ?i1, ..., iu E choose _yj1 } } } _yja(E)&u ,$E , where induction
provides a formula ,E for E whose free variables are (without loss of generality)
denoted with alternative symbols y1 , ..., ya(E) , the indices j1 , ..., ja(E)&u are the ones
from 1, ..., a(E) not appearing in i1 , ..., iu , and ,$E is obtained from ,E by renaming
the free occurrences of yik to xk for k=1, ..., u. In other words, projecting a column
away translates into a quantification and the reordering of the remaining columns
into a renaming of the remaining free variables. Now
db(?i1, ..., iu E)=[(vi1 , ..., viu) : (v1 , ..., va(E)) # db(E)]
=[(vi1 , ..., viu) : (v1 , ..., va(E)) # ,E db]
=[(w1 , ..., wu) : (wp(1) , ..., wp(u)) # _yj1 } } } _y ja(E)&u ,E  db]
holds. Here p is the permutation of [1, ..., u], where p(k) is the position occupied
by yik when the free variables yi1 , ..., y iu are ordered by ascending index. Hence, the
renaming of yik to xk in ,$E is correct, and the first claim follows. If E is finitely
evaluable, W,E exists. The second claim then follows directly by induction from
Eq. (4). K
Now we proceed to prove the converse direction that all of alignment calculus
can also be translated to alignment algebra. At the same time we demonstrate the
role 7* plays in the result; it is the universe from which the strings _A0 (%x) are
drawn when verifying the truth of ,.
Theorem 4.2. Let , be a formula in alignment calculus. There exists a corre-
sponding expression in alignment algebra E, , satisfying ,db=db(E,) for every
database db. Moreover, for every constant l # N it is true that , ldb=db(E,  l),
where E,  l is obtained from E, by replacing every occurrence of 7* with an
occurrence of 7l.
Proof. Note that, given an alignment algebra expression F and an ordered par-
tition B=(B1 , ..., Bn) of [1, ..., a(F )] into nonempty parts Bj , one can construct
an expression denoted F 7 B with the following property: (v1 , ..., vn) # db(F 7 B)
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if and only if there exists some (u1 , ..., ua(F )) # db(F ) with the property that u i=s vj
whenever i # Bj . In other words, B specifies which fields of a tuple from db(F ) must
be equivalent, and db(F 7 B) contains the compliant tuples with redundant
columns eliminated and the remaining ones ordered as in B. This is accomplished
with F 7 B=?min B1, ..., min Bn _A, F, where the a(F )-FSA A, is obtained by applying
Theorem 3.1 to the string formula





x i=xmin Bj+ . [x1 , ..., xa(F )] l x1= } } } =xa(F )==.






xi=s xmin Bj ,
as a single string formula.
Then we construct E, by induction on the structure of ,; first consider as , an
atomic relational formula R(&1 , ..., &a(R)), where each &j is a variable occurrence, and
let xi1 , ..., xim be the occurring variables ordered by ascending index. Build the parti-
tion B with Bk=[ j : &j=x ik] for k=1, ..., m and form R 7 B. Now for the first
claim we can calculate
,db=[(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (_A0 (%&1), ..., _A0 (%&a(R))) # db(R)]
={(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (u1 , ..., ua(R)) # db(R) satisfying_A0 (%&j)=s u j for all j=1, ..., a(R)=
={(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (u1 , ..., ua(R)) # db(R) satisfying_A0 (%xik)=s u j whenever j # Bk =
={(ub1 , ..., ubm) : (u1 , ..., ua(R)) # db(R);p # Bk implies up=s ubk=
=db(R 7 B)










(%&1), ..., _lA0(%&a(R))) # db(R)]
={(ub1 , ..., ubm) : (u1 , ..., ua(R)) # db(R), |uj |l for all j=1, ..., a(R)and p # Bk implies up=s ubk =
=db(R 7 B) & (7l)m.
Hence, choosing E,=R 7 B & (7*)m suffices for both claims.
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For a string formula , with variables xi1 , ..., xim in ascending order, Theorem 3.1






yields the correct choice. The second claim holds, as well, since both , and E,  l
denote the restriction of L(A,) to strings of length at most l.
The construction of E, 7  proceeds as follows: let xi1 , ..., xim be the variables
appearing free in , 7 , xj1 , ..., xja the ones in ,, and xk1 , ..., xkb the ones in , all
ordered by ascending index. Build the partition B by putting into Bh the (one or
two) positions, where xih appears in the ordered sequence xj1 , ..., xja , xk1 , ..., xkb and
form E, 7 =(E,_E) 7 B, where E, and E are obtained inductively. This is
correct since
, 7 db=[(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (A0 , db)<,% and (A0 , db)<%]
={(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (_A0 (%x j1), ..., _A0 (%xja)) # , db ;(_A0 (%xk1), ..., _A0 (%xkb)) #  db =
=[(_A0 (%xi1), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (_A0 (%x j1), ..., _A0 (%xkb)) # db(E,_E)]
={(ub1 , ..., ubm) : (u1 , ..., ua+b) # db(E,_E);jp=kq implies up=s uq =
=db((E,_E) 7 B).
Essentially the same calculation proves , 7  ldb=db((E,  l_E  l) 7 B)=
db(((E,_E) 7 B)  l) as well. It is also worth noting that we constructed here
the natural join E,  E [29, pp. 5960] by considering the ordered free variables
as column attributes (with the addition that we also ordered the columns of the
result as well).
For a negation c, with free variables xi1 , ..., xim in ascending order, choose
Ec,=(7*)m"E, , where E, is obtained inductively. By definitions (u1 , ..., um) #
c, ldb if and only if there exists some full interpretation A0 , % which satisfies
_A0l (%xij)=uj for all j=1, ..., m, (5)
but not (Al0 , db)<,%. This is, in fact, the case for every full interpretation A0 , %
satisfying Eq. (5), because the truth of , is independent of _A0l (%xk) when xk does
not appear free in ,. Hence, equivalently (u1 , ..., um) # (7l)m but (u1 , ..., um) 
, ldb=db(E,  l) by Eq. (5). That is, c, ldb=(7l)m", ldb=db(Ec,  l) by
induction, proving the second claim. The first claim follows from the same reasoning
by dropping the constant l.
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Consider finally the formula _xi1 .,, where xi1 , ..., xim are the variables appearing
free in ,, ordered by ascending index. (Restricting attention to the case where the
quantification is over the first free variable results in no loss of generality.) If xi1
does not appear in , at all, then _xi1 ., is logically equivalent to , and the induc-
tively obtained E, suffices unmodified; otherwise, calculate
_xi1 .,db=[(_A0 (%xi2), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : (A0 , db)<_xi1 .,%]
={(_A0 (%xi2), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : A0 has a row h satisfying(A0 , db)<,%[xi1=h] =
={(_A0 (%xi2), ..., _A0 (%xim)) : A0 has a row h satisfying(_A0 (h), _A0 (%xi2), ..., _A0 (%xim)) # , db=
=[(u2 , ..., um) : (u1 , ..., um) # db(E,)]
=db(?2, ..., m E,
E_xi1 . ,
)
to see the correct choice. Essentially the same calculation yields
_xi1 .,
l
db=[(u2 , ..., um) : (_A0l (h), u2 , ..., um) # db(E,  l)]
=db(E_xi1 .,  l),
as required for the second claim. K
The second claim of Theorem 4.2 shows that given an l we can evaluate , ldb
finitely by considering each 7* in E, a generic symbol standing for 7l. On the
other hand, for any domain-independent formula , and database db there exist l
that satisfy ,db=, ldb , namely lW, (db), where W, : DB  N is a limit func-
tion for ,. Hence, we conclude that domain-independent formulae of the alignment
calculus are finitely evaluable using alignment algebra with
,db=db(E,  W, (db)). (6)
That is, given any database db, we first determine W, (db) and then restrict atten-
tion to strings of at most that length when evaluating db(E,), making it a finitary
operation. Section 5 examines in more detail the problem of inferring whether W,
exists for a given query ,.
The above wrinkle that limit functions must be used stems from the fact noted
before that alignment calculus queries must have the ability to generate new (and
longer) strings not appearing in the database. An example is the domain-independ-
ent (and, hence, also safe) query x | _y, z: R1 ( y) 7 R3 (z) 7 (x, y, z), where  is
the formula in Fig. 6. (See also Example 3 in Section 2). The query asks for the
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strings that are a concatenation of a string from db(R1) and another string from
db(R3), as was mentioned before. Its translation to alignment algebra is literally
E=?1?1, 2 ((R1 7 ([1])_R3 7 ([1]) ) 7 ([1], [2]) }
_A (7*_7*_7*)) 7 ([3], [1, 4], [2, 5])
which can be simplified to ?1_A (7*_R1 _R3). Note how 7* is needed in the
algebraic expression to implement the generation of these new strings. The function
W(db)=max(R1 , db)+max(R3 , db), where ‘‘max’’ was defined in Eq. (2), is
evidently a limit function for this query. Therefore, given any database db, it is suf-
ficient to evaluate
db(e  W(db))=db(?1_A (7
max(R1, db)+max(R3, db)_R1_R3))
to yield the correct result, and this is indeed a finitary operation.
5. SAFETY ANALYSIS
In the previous section we assumed that the alignment formulae were semanti-
cally safe. An important question is whether semantic safety can be syntactically
determined. It is well known that safety is undecidable for purely relational for-
mulae [29]. Thus, there is no hope that safety would be decidable for alignment
calculus formulae; a relational calculus formula can be considered an alignment
calculus formula (without string formulae) over the domain of textual names for the
elements of the original domain. We shall, however, first look into the possibility
of determining safety for string formulae alone, continuing the thread begun in
Definition 3.1 above. It turns out that there is a source of undecidability in the
string formulae, too.
We are interested in more than just determining whether the language defined by
a string formula is finite. Consider the two queries, where x #s* y stands for the
string formula that says that x is a manifold of y (see Example 4 in Section 2):
y | _x : R(x) 7 y #s* x,
y | _x : R(x) 7 x #s* y.
The first query is unsafe, whereas the second one is safe. In neither case does the
boundedness of y come from y having to appear in a database relation. However,
in the second query x has to be a manifold of y, and thus, y is at most as long as
x. Furthermore, x has to appear in a database relation. The interesting observation
is that ‘‘x limits y.’’ Note that in the first query it is not true that ‘‘x limits y.’’ As
an additional example, in the query of the previous section asking for compositions
of strings in relations r1 and r2 it is true that ‘‘y and z together limit x.’’ In other
words, we are interested in inferring the finiteness constraints ,: [x1 , ..., xk] ^
[xk+1 , ..., xk+l], proposed by Ramakrishnan et al. [21]. Indeed, the limitation
problem of Definition 3.1 is to determine these constraints for string formulae, so
let us now examine it in more detail.
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Theorem 5.1. Given a string formula , with an unidirectional variable x1 and two
bidirectional variables x2 , x3 , it is undecidable to determine if ,: [x1] ^ [x2 , x3]
holds.
Proof. Let G=[ar1 } } } a
r
sr
 b r1 } } } b
r
tr
: r=1, ..., m] be an unrestricted grammar
[14, Chap. 9.2] with start symbol S and > a new separator not in G (or use a
doubling technique to encode this extended alphabet into the original one). We
construct a string formula ,G(x1 , x2 , x3) on alphabet 7G consisting of all the (ter-
minal and nonterminal) symbols in G and >, for which ,G  consists of the tuples
(u, v1> } } } >vn , w1> } } } >wn) , where the condition
(n>1) 7 (u=s v1) 7 (vn=s S) 7\
n
i=1





holds. Note that conditions (1) and (2) together are equivalent to S OG vn&1 OG
vn&2 OG } } } OG u; that is, v1 , ..., vn is a derivation of u in G.
Condition (1) actually denotes all the tuples (u, u>u$S, u>u$S) , where u does not
contain ‘‘>.’’ The set of all the tuples is exactly ,(1) , where
,(1) (x1 , x2 , x3): [x1 , x2 , x3] l (x1=x2=x3 {>)* }
[x1 , x2 , x3] l (x1== 7 x2=x3=>).
[x2 , x3]l (x2=x3)* .[x2 , x3] l (x2=x3=>).
[x2 , x3]l (x2=x3=S) . [x2 , x3]l (x2=x3==).
For the loop of condition (2) we build a formula ,(2) (x2 , x3) as follows:
1. For every rule r, build the subformula r : ([x2] l x2=ar1) } } }
([x2] l x2=arsr) . ([x3] l x3=b
r
1) } } } ([x3] l x3=b
r
tr
) to verify that columns 1, ..., sr of
row %x2 contain ar1 } } } a
r
sr
by moving the window to column sr and, similarly, that
br1 } } } b
r
tr
appears to the right of the window in row %x3 . Note that this is the only
place dependent on G.
2. Build from these the subformula
G : ([x2 , x3] l x2=x3 {>)* } (1+ } } } +m) . ([x2 , x3] l x2=x3 {>)*
to verify the condition vi+1 OG wi on the assumption that rows %x2 and %x3 contain
sentential forms vi+1 and wi to the right of their initial window columns.
3. Finally ,(2) is ([x2] l x2 {>)* } [x2] l x2=> } (G . [x2 , x3] l x2=x3=>)* }
G . [x2 , x3]l x2== 7 x3=>, which repeats G for each ‘‘>’’-separated segment,
keeping the window column of row %x2 in segment to the right of the segment
where the window column of row %x3 currently resides. Note that x1 does not
appear in this subformula.
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The whole ,G is then
,(1) . ([x2 , x3]r x2=x3 {=)* } ([x2 , x3]r x2=x3==)
(C)
.,(2) , (7)
where the subformula (C), which also contains the only right transposes of the
whole formula, serves only to reset rows %x2 and %x3 into initial alignment (row %x1
need not be reset since ,(2) does not refer to it).
Now asking whether x1 limits x2 and x3 in ,G is equivalent to asking if there exists
a function fG with the property that no sentential form u is produced in more than
n= fG( |u| ) rule applications. We now prove this to be undecidable.
Let M be a Turing machine. We compute a grammar MG which simulates it
‘‘backwards’’ in the sense that the language consists of the inputs to M and
vi+1 OMG vi if and only if vi+1 is the next configuration of vi (ignoring certain
bookkeeping productions at the beginning and end of the parse):
v The initial rule is S  i TqT I, where q is a state of M, ‘‘i ’’ is a new
marker for the left end of the tape, and ‘‘ I ’’ is a new marker for the left end of
the area M has not visited yet. The nonterminal T generates an abitrary snippet of
tape with T  aT and T  = for every a in the tape alphabet 1M of M.
v The final rules are i q0  F, where q0 is the start state of M, Fa  aF for
each a in the input alphabet of M and F I  =. That is, derivation is successful
when q0 is at the left end of the tape containing the input string.
v For every transition from state q to state p writing character Y on character
X and moving the tape left, the corresponding grammar rule is Yp  qX.
v In addition, for every transition from q to p symbol writing Y on the blank
symbol and moving left, there is also the rule Yp I  q I for extending the tape
snippet M has already used.
v For every transition from q to p writing Y on X and moving right, the rules
are pZY  ZqX for every Z # 1M .
v For every transition from q to p writing Y on blank and moving right, there
are also the rules pZY I  Zq I for every Z # 1M .
Now ,MG  contains exactly the tuples (u, C, C) , where C is a partial computation
of M on input u (together with the necessary initial and final rule applications).
Hence, x1 limits x2 and x3 exactly when for each u there exist only a finite number
of suitable C, that is, when M is total. Totality of Turing machines is
undecidable. K
Far from everything is lost, however. Theorem 5.1 makes use of the fact that rows
of an alignment can be transposed both left and right. We believe that the right-
restricted formulae introduced at the end of Section 2 suffice for practical queries;
for them the limitation problem remains decidable. We shall also see in the next
section that certain right-restricted formulae characterize the polynomial-time
hierarchy.
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Theorem 5.2. The limitation problem is decidable for the right-restricted string
formulae ,. Moreover, if , is unidirectional (right-restricted, respectively), then the
corresponding limitation function W, : Nk  N, if any, is linear (quadratic, respec-
tively) with respect to the lengths of the strings assigned to x1 , ..., xk .
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we can equivalently solve the limitation problem for the
corresponding FSA A, . Without loss of generality we may assume that A, satisfies
properties 1 to 5 of Theorem 3.1. In addition, if A, consists of just a rejecting start
state, selecting W, (n1 , ..., nk)=0 suffices.
Consider A, a generalized Mealy machine as discussed after Definition 3.1. There
are exactly two ways in which A, can break the limitation condition: the easy way
is to accept without printing the trailing 8 onto some output tape, while the hard
way is to generate output in a loop that consumes no input. To detect the latter
case label each transition of A, as reading if some unidirectional input tape is
advanced by it, and writing if some unidirectional output tape is advanced by it.
(Note that these two labels are independent; a transition may well carry both,
neither, or only one.) Then the limitation problem is solved by inspection of these
labels. This inspection is quite simple for unidirectional FSAs; for bidirectional ones
the solution is also strightforward but somewhat more tedious.
Consider, first, the simpler case where A, is unidirectional. Properties 3 to 5
together imply that the accepting transitions are exactly the character combinations
appearing under the tape heads in the accepting computations of A, . Hence, the
easy way occurs exactly when they contain a combination, where some output tape
has a different character than 8. They also imply that the hard way occurs exactly
when A, contains a loop consisting only of nonreading transitions of which at least
one is a writing transition. Both cases are clearly decidable. To see linearity, note
that A, can make at most \(n1 , ..., nk)=ki=1 (ni+1) reading operations in a com-
putation, where ni denotes the length of the input string on tape i (which by defini-
tion equals the length of the string currently assigned to xi), and by the absence of
hard loops no writing but nonreading transition can be used twice in succession
without any intervening reading transition. This implies that the values W, (n1 , ..., nk)
of the limitation function are bounded from above by |A, |\(n1 , ..., nk). To see that
the limit can indeed be reached, consider the unidirectional (k+1)-FSA Bs with s
states recognizing
(w1 , ..., wk , as( |w1|+ } } } +|wk|+k)) , (8)
where the states 1, ..., s are organized in a ring in which the only transitions reading
inputs 1, ..., k are the ones between s and 1 closing the circle, and those only read
a single tape at a time. That is, Bs checks that the total number of possible reading
moves is divisible by s. On every transition of this check a new character ‘‘a’’ gets
printed on the output tape k+1.
Let A, then contain a bidirectional tape b as well. The problem in this case in
that given an arbitrary path P of transitions through A, we can no longer be cer-
tain that there actually is some valid computation traversing exactly it; P might
make contradictory assumptions about different parts of the contents wb of tape b.
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For example, the partial path of a 1-FSA (( p1 , a) , ( p2 , +1)) , (( p2 , a) ,
( p3 , &1)) , (( p3 , b) , ...) looks innocent enough, but in fact it has no suitable w1
traversing it; the head is on the same square on the first and last transitions, but
their characters differ. Property 5 states, however, that if P indeed makes no con-
tradictory assumptions of this kind, then we can always find suitable contents for
the unidirectional tapes so that A, can indeed traverse P during a computation on
them. In other words, we can safely disregard the unidirectional tapes of A, to get
a bidirectional 1-FSA which can naturally be reinterpreted as a two-way nondeter-
ministic finite automaton with endmarkers A$, [14, Chap. 2.6]. Then we can use an
extension of the classical crossing sequence construction [14, Theorem 2.5 and
Exercises 2.182.20] to get the corresponding nondeterministic finite automaton
A", and, in this way, eliminate the paths that make contradictory assumptions from
A, . Moreover, the construction below preserves enough information to reconstruct
the interesting paths P from the structure of A", .
We normalize A, first in two ways without violating property 5 and mark the
changes so that they can be ignored later. (Or alternatively, we could account for
endmarkers and stationarity within the extended crossing sequence construction.)
First, we make A accept, by attempting to wind tape b past its right endmarker
8. For this, create a new rejecting state p(c1, ..., ck+l) , where ci # 7 _ [c% , 8], and trans-
itions from p(c1, ..., cb&1, cb, cb+1, ..., ck+l) to p(c1, ..., cb&1, c, cb+1, ..., ck+l) on the character com-
bination c1 , ..., ck+l , where cb {8 and c # 7 _ [8]. Moreover, the only tape to
move is b and its direction is +1. These form the loops to wind tape b onto 8. Then
replace every original accepting transition
(( p, c1 , ..., cb&1 , cb , cb+1 , ..., ck+l), (q, 0, ..., 0, 0, 0, ..., 0)) (9)
with the corresponding entries into the loop, following the prescription given above,
and mark them cleanup. Add also an exit, where cb=8, which finally passes over
the endmarker. If, however, cb=8 already in Eq. (9), it suffices to mark it and con-
vert its winding 0 into +1 for tape b.
Second, get rid of each remaining transition t from p1 to p2 on c1 , ..., ck+l which
does not move tape b as follows: Create a new state pt and draw a transition from
p1 to pt on c1 , ..., ck+l , moving just tape b. The direction db is chosen to be &1
unless cb=c% . Then draw a path from pt to p2 on every combination c1 , ..., cb&1 , c,
cb+1 , ..., ck+l , where c # 7 _ [c% ], unless db was chosen to be +1, in which case
c # 7 _ [8]. The winding behaviour is taken from the original t, except that tape b
is to be rewound in direction &db . Mark these transitions dancing.
Then define the concepts of our construction: a crossing sequence is a sequence
of pairs ( pi , di) , where pi is a state of A, and di=\1 a direction (after the
modifications above). Intuitively, a crossing sequence encodes the behaviour of A,
on the border between two adjacent squares s and s+d of tape b: ( p, d) denotes
winding the tape from s to s+d and entering state p for this visit on s+d as a
result of a transition of A, . A match is a sequence of transitions of A, . Intuitively,
a match of two adjacent crossing sequences, the left one on the border between
squares s&1 and s, and the right one between s and s+1, encodes any local
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FIG. 7. Reverting the direction of the head in the crossing sequence.
behaviour which would cause these crossings to occur. In other words, it encodes
the behaviour on s. Note that this local consistency does not yet ensure the exist-
ence of any computation actually performing it; this global consistency depends on
the contents of the squares to the left of s&1 and to the right of s+1 as well.
Now we can define the relation ‘‘the crossing sequence Q matches the crossing
sequence P on character c by match T,’’ denoted m(Q; P; c; T ) for brevity, induc-
tively:
v m(=; =; c; =) holds, where ‘‘=’’ denotes the empty sequence and c # 7 _ [c% , 8]
is arbitrary.
v Assume that m(Q; P; c; T ) holds, where neither P nor Q begins with a pair
with direction &1, and t is a transition of A, from state q1 to state q2 on character
c which winds tape b to direction ‘‘&1.’’ Then m((q1 , +1)(q2 , &1)Q; P; c; tT)
also holds. Figure 7 illustrates this case.
v By leftright symmetry we also have m(Q; ( p1 , &1)( p2 , +1)P; c; tT)
when the common topmost direction (if any) of Q and P is &1 and t goes from
p1 to p2 on c with direction +1.
v Assume that m(Q; P; c; T ) holds, where neither P nor Q begins with a pair
with direction +1, and t is a transition of A, from state q1 to state p1 on character
c which winds tape b to direction ‘‘+1.’’ Then m((q1 , +1)Q; ( p1 , +1)P; c; tT)
also holds. Figure 8 illustrates this case.
v By leftright symmetry we also have m((q1 , &1)Q; ( p1 , &1)P; c; tT)
when the common topmost direction (if any) of Q and P is +1 and t goes from
p1 to q1 on c with direction &1.
Conversely, from any computation C of A, one can (uniquely) reconstruct the
corresponding crossing sequences and matches; call the result the crossing picture of
C. It is easy to see that any crossing sequence occurring in the crossing picture of
an accepting computation must be of the form ( p1 , +1)( p2 , &1)( p1 , +1) } } }
( p2m+1 , +1): the head of tape b starts at the left end, stops at the right end, and
FIG. 8. Continuing in the same direction in the crossing sequence.
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cannot jump over squares without visiting them. Call these sequences (of odd
length, alternating directions and beginning with +1) valid. A crossing sequence is
direct if no pair appears twice in it and a computation with direct sequences only
is also called direct. Similarly, a crossing sequence and computation is almost direct
if no pair appears three times. Other sequences and computations are called
indirect.
Now A", can be finitely constructed as follows: The state space consists of the
valid, almost direct crossing sequences. The start state sA", is the sequence
(sA, , +1) , where sA, is the start state of A, . The only final state fA", is
( fA, , +1) , where fA, is the final state of A, ; There is a transition from Q to P
on c with matching label T if and only if it holds that m(Q; P; c; T ). (Note that, due
to nondeterminism and the disregarded unidirectional tapes, there can in general be
several transitions between two states on the same character, each with a different
matching label; we retain them all.) Then we can purge the states and transitions
not on any path from sA", to fA", .
The central observation is that A", accepts the input u=u1u2u3 } } } un by travers-
ing the path R=r0m0r1m1r2m2 } } } rn+1mn+1 rn+2 , where each ri is a crossing
sequence on the border of i&1 and i and mi is the match between ri and r i+1 , if and
only if R is a crossing picture for some almost direct accepting computation of A, ,
where tape b contains the input u. Let A", accept u via R. By the construction of A", ,
R is a crossing picture of an almost direct accepting computation of A$, on u. By
construction it also draws a path through the transition network of A, , and so by
property 5 there exist contents w1 , ..., wb&1 , wb+1 , ..., wk+l for which A, , after dis-
regarding tape b, accepts via R. Now these two computations share a common path
and their tapes are disjoint, so they can be naturally combined into an almost direct
accepting computation on A, . Conversely, let R be the crossing picture of any
almost direct accepting computation of A, on inputs (w1 , ..., wb&1 , u,
wb+1 , ..., wk+l). Since the computation is accepting, its leftmost crossing sequence
r0 must be sA", and rightmost rn+2 must be fA", . Each intermediate crossing
sequence is almost direct by the assumption and, since the picture is about a com-
putation, each pair of consecutive sequences ri and ri+1 match by mi . Hence, the
path traversed is in A", .
To paraphrase this observation, A", is a finitely constructible structure (labelled
graph) encoding the path of every almost direct computation of A, . Hence, it can
be used to answer finitely any limitation question about A, by ‘‘graphical’’ con-
siderations analogous to the unidirectional case above:
v ‘‘Does A, contain an easy unidirectional output tape o?’’ Or, does A, ever
accept without printing the rightmost endmarker 8 on o?
This happens if and only if there is a computation whose last transition has some
other symbol for tape o. By the observation, the existence of such an almost direct
computation can be determined by checking the last transitions in the matching
labels of any arc entering fA", . This suffices, since if there is such a computation,
there is also an almost direct (indeed, even fully direct) one; we can cut short any
indirect loop like L in Fig. 9 (and its symmetric variant) into simply a single
occurrence of the repeating state-direction pair ( p, +1) without removing any
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FIG. 9. Looping in the crossing sequence.
transitions of the cleanup phase of the computation. Repeating this transformation,
we finally arrive at a crossing picture whose components can all be found in A",
and by the observation a direct computation exists (but not necessarily with exactly
the same unidirectional in- and output strings).
v ‘‘Is the bidirectional output tape b easy?’’ Or, does A, ever accept without
visiting 8 before the cleanup phase for any other reason than dancing?
By the same cutting argument as above it suffices to examine the direct computa-
tions of A, ; indeed, cutting can even remove these visits from a computation.
Hence, it suffices to see if a matching label of an accepting arc contains dancing and
cleanup transitions only.
v ‘‘Is the bidirectional output tape b hard?’’ Or, does there exist some input
strings u, v, w, u1 , ..., uk # 7*, for which every output uv jw is possible for the same
unidirectional inputs u1 , ..., uk ?
This v can be chosen so that the input tapes 1, ..., k are not read while the head
is inside v, since otherwise A, would eventually exhaust the inputs for large enough
j. It is also sufficient to examine the direct computations of A, , since any indirect
behaviour does not serve to advance the output production. Therefore, by the
observation, the question reduces to determining if A", contains a loop whose arcs
have no reading operations in their matching labels.
v ‘‘Assuming tape b is the input tape k, does A, contain a hard unidirectional
output tape o?’’ Or, does there exist u1 , ..., uk&1 , u, v, w # 7*, where on inputs
(u1 , ..., uk&1 , uvw) A, can move tape b back and forth on v arbitrarily long
generating output but not reading any unidirectional input from the tapes
1, ..., k&1? This assumption holds if b is an input tape to begin with; otherwise, it
can be checked by performing the preceding case first.
The corresponding crossing pictures look like Fig. 9, where L contains no read-
ing transitions but at least one writing transition. Hence, it no longer suffices to
examine direct computations only, but it still suffices to examine almost direct ones,
FIG. 10. Double looping in the crossing sequence.
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FIG. 11. Repeating the match m.
because if any indirect loop as in Fig. 10 (and its symmetric variant) has this
property, then at least one of the subloops L1 and L2 does as well. It still remains
to show that it suffices to examine v of bounded length. Figure 11 shows a crossing
picture of an almost direct loop, where the match m between crossing sequences r
and r$ is repeated thrice on the same side of the almost direct crossing sequence,
yielding the loop. If this loop has the property sought, then either of the subloops
in Fig. 12 also does. (The symmetric case is identical.) Hence, it is sufficient to
restrict attention to v with length no more than twice the total number of arcs
in A", .
If b=1 in A, , then the linearity argument presented in the unidirectional case
suffices, except that the number of reading operations on the unidirectional tapes
2, ..., k is now given by the quadratic function \(n1 , ..., nk)=(n1+2) ki=2 (ni+1)
to account for the possibility of moving tape 1 back and forth. To see that this
bound can indeed be reached, consider the (k+1)-FSA B$s with s states, where s
is even, recognizing
(w1 , ..., wk , as( |wk| +1)( |w1|+ } } } +|wk&1| +k&1))
which can be obtained from the Bs of Eq. (8) by adding a loop to each odd-num-
bered state that winds k from c% all the way to 8, and rewinding it back in each
even-numbered state.
If b=k+1, then the crossing sequence construction above shows that the lengths
of the strings successfully assignable to xb are bounded from above by a linear func-
tion }(n1 , ..., nk)=|A", |\(n1 , ..., nk); note, however, that the size of A", can now
depend exponentially on the size of A, . As in the decidability proof above, this case
then reduces to the previous one with [x1 , ..., xk+1] ^ [xk+2 , ..., xk+l]. This quad-
ratic bound is reached (up to constants) by, for example, any , satisfying
[x1 , x2] ^ [x3 , x4], where the unidirectional variable x1 determines alone the
FIG. 12. Eliminating one repeat of match m.
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length of the bidirectional variable x3 (that is, }(n1 , n2) is determined by n1 alone),
and this x3 determines together with the unidirectional variable x2 the length of the
remaining unidirectional variable x4 . K
The solution to the limitation problem represents a first step towards a syntactic
characterization of safety and an implementation of alignment calculus. However,
we also need a constructive method for expanding the safety, and limit functions
W , of the embedded string formulae  into the safety, and limit function W, , of
the whole alignment calculus query , in which they appear, if we are to evaluate
,db in the manner put forth in Theorem 4.2; one method was developed in [4].
Note also that not all string formulae of a domain independent alignment calculus
formula need to be right-restricted, provided that only right-restricted string
formulae are used for generating new strings while the others are used just for
examining them.
6. EXPRESSIVE POWER
In this section we study the definitional power of pure alignment calculus.
Furthermore, we assume for simplicity that x1 is the only free variable. We then say
that , defines the language ,. By the data complexity [30] of a set defined by
a formula , we mean the complexity of the decision problem ‘‘w # ,?’’ measured
as a function of |w|; expression complexity is in turn measured as a function of the
length |,| of (that is, the number of symbol occurrences in) the formula ,. In other
words, we study here the string manipulation capabilities of alignment calculus.
Theorem 6.1. The unidirectional unquantified string formulae represent exactly
the regular languages.
Proof. Any regular expression A can be translated into a formula ,A .[ ]l x1==,
where ,A is obtained from A by replacing every occurrence of c # 7 with
[x1] l x1=c. Now
L(,A)=[[x1] l x1=c1 } } } [x1] l x1=cn : c1 } } } cn # L(A)]
and, hence, a formula word in L(,A . [ ] l x1==) is true exactly in the initial
alignments where _A0 (%x1) # L(A).
Conversely, given any formula , of this kind, Theorem 3.1 yields the correspond-
ing 1-FSA A, , which is a nondeterministic finite automaton with endmarkers.
Hence, the language it accepts is regular. K
Since moving the only tape back and forth does not increase expressivity (as
proved implicitly in Theorem 5.2) and since the regular languages are closed under
conjunction and intersection, Theorem 6.1 readily generalizes to all unquantified
formulae of one variable.
Theorem 6.2. The formulae _x2 , x3 .,, where , is a string formula with a uni-
directional variable x1 and two bidirectional variables x2 , x3 , represent exactly the
recursively enumerable languages.
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Proof. Any recursively enumerable language can be represented with an
unrestricted grammar G, and in Theorem 5.1 we constructed the corresponding
string formula ,G of the required type. Now _x2 , x3 .,G is true if and only if x1 can
be derived by G.
Conversely, Theorem 3.1 provides a 3-FSA A, corresponding to ,. As checking
whether A, accepts a given input (u, v, w) or not is decidable by Theorem 3.3, the
search for suitable v and w for a given u is recursively enumerable. K
Theorem 6.2 implies that the abstract definitional power of pure alignment
calculus equals the arithmetical hierarchy [23, Chap. 14] (on strings, instead of N).
In fact, even a stronger version of Theorem 6.2 can be given, which also justifies the
layered structure of our language.
Corollary 6.1. The formulae _x2 , x3 : , 7 , where , and  are unidirectional
string formulae on variables x1 , x2 , x3 represent exactly the recursively enumerable
languages. In fact, it even suffices to choose a  without x1 .
Proof. Examine Eq. (7) in Theorem 5.1. Its subformula (C) serves only to
rewind x2 and x3 after the truth of ,(1) is verified in order to verify the truth of ,(2)
which in turn does not contain x1 . Hence, the same effect can also be obtained with
a conjunction like in Example 9 of Section 2 as well. K
A different approach to computational aspects of sequence queries was taken in
[18], which extended classical Datalog [29, Chap. 3.2] with new interpreted func-
tion symbols for manipulating sequences. In that approach, computability is
attained via explicit recursion, while in ours it surfaces as a by-product of an
expressive language for describing string relations.
The following result follows from the fact that extended temporal logic has the
expressive power of regular expressions [3, Theorem 6.5 and Chap. 6.6.1].
Theorem 6.3. Every set definable in extended temporal logic is definable in pure
alignment calculus. There are sets definable in pure alignment calculus that are not
definable in extended temporal logic.
Proof. Theorem 6.1 established the former, Theorem 6.2 the latter claim. K
For those programmers who are comfortable reasoning with temporal modalities,
our logic offers the possibility of regarding a transpose as going into the future (left)
or the past (right) in those linear time structures (rows) that are mentioned in the
transpose. The following conventions can then be used:
next along x1 , ..., xk , #df [x1 , ..., xk]1 ,
, along x1 , ..., xk until  #df ([x1 , ..., xk]1 ,)* } ([x1 , ..., xk]1 )
eventually along x1 , ..., xk , #df ([x1 , ..., xk]1 )* } ([x1 , ..., xk]1 ,)
henceforth along x1 , ..., xk #df ([x1 , ..., xk]1 ,)* }
([x1 , ..., xk]1 x1= } } } =xk==).
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For instance, the two-place predicate ‘‘x occurs in y’’ (see the seventh sample query
in Section 2) could be formulated as
eventually along y(x= y along x, y until x=).
The modalities for past tense are obtained by using right transposes instead of the
left ones in the list above, e.g.,
, along x1 , ..., xk since  #df ([x1 , ..., xk]r ,)* } ([x1 , ..., xk]r ).
Ginsburg and Wang [8, 31] have proposed an extension of relational calculus
for dealing with sequences or lists of items drawn from an infinite alphabet U of
atomic constants (or atoms for brevity). For example, [Peter, Paul, Mary] is a
sequence of atoms ‘‘Peter,’’ ‘‘Paul,’’ and ‘‘Mary.’’ Relations are in turn defined over
these sequences. Sequences are manipulated by sequence predicates
xn+1 # An (x1 , ..., xn), where A is a regular expression over the alphabet
[:1 , ..., :n] and the variables x1 , ..., xn+1 range over sequences. This predicate
occurrence is true when there exists a ; # L(A) for which the following two proper-
ties hold: first, ; contains exactly as many occurrences of :i as the length of (the
number of atom occurrences in) the sequence (currently assigned to) xi ; and
second, the j th occurrence of :i in ; is in position m if and only if position m of
xn+1 contains the same atom as the j th position of x i . Operationally, A represents
a pattern in which items are copied from channels x1 , ..., xn into xn+1 until all
the inputs have been exhausted. Intuitively xn+1 might be described as a ‘‘regular
shuffle’’ of x1 , ..., xn . For example, x3 # :*1 :*2 2 (x1 , x2) declares x3 to be the con-
catenation of x1 and x2 . Details can be found in [31, Chap. 2.1].
To compare the power of sequence predicates in the infinite U and string for-
mulae in the finite 7 we choose a translation injection e: U  7* mapping atoms
to strings. Given also a new terminator symbol >  7 we can extend e to sequences
with e([a1 , ..., am])=e(a1) > } } } >e(am) >. With these tools we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 6.4. For each sequence predicate P: xn+1 # An (x1 , ..., xn) with
x1 , ..., xn+1 distinct variables, there exists an unidirectional string formula ,P on
x1 , ..., xn+1 with the property: P is true in the assignment mapping x i to s i for
i=1, ..., n+1 if and only if (e(s1), ..., e(sn+1)) # ,P.
Proof. Thinking operationally, we build the string formula ,A by replacing each
:i in A with the subformula ([xj , xn+1] l xn+1=xj {>)* } [x j , xn+1] l xn+1=xj=>
which implements the copying of the next translated atom from channel i to chan-
nel n+1. The final ,P is then ,A } [x1 , ..., xn+1] l x1= } } } =xn+1==. K
The full calculus of Ginsburg and Vang allows sequence constants and repeating
variables among the arguments x1 , ..., xn+1 . Constants can be embedded into ,P by
Lemma 3.1 (via Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Repetitions can be eliminated by rewriting
each ,(..., xi , ..., xi , ...) into _yi . (x i=s yi 7 ,(..., xi , ..., yi , ...)) before applying
Theorem 6.4 although the result is no longer just a string formula.
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We note that the programming paradigms underlying our alignment calculus and
the logic Ginsburg and Wang propose are different. The basic string processing
construct in sequence logic is the transducer mapping. Since regular sets are closed
under transducer mappings [7], computational power is obtained by resorting to
features outside the string processing machinery, such as first-order logic. In align-
ment calculus, on the other hand, full Turing computability is available already
when using unquantified string formulae on three variables and a projection
operator, as in Theorem 5.2. As pointed out by Ginsburg and Wang [8], it is, of
course, always possible to increase the expressive power of sequence logic by
strengthening the language used to specify the transducers; this approach was taken
by Mecca and Bonner [18] whose sequence manipulation symbols represent
generalized transducers capable of invoking other transducers as subroutines.
However, in alignment calculus it is not necessary to go beyond regular expressions
in the syntax of the string formulae, or to employ complex computational devices.
We have also been able to obtain a correspondence between a subclass of pure
alignment calculus and the polynomial-time hierarchy [28]. For this corre-
spondence we need the class of quantifier limited formulae. A formula , is quantifier-
limited by its free variables x1 , ..., xm if
v , is a string formula, possibly negated; or
v , is of the form  7 / or  6 /, where  and / are in turn quantifier-limited
by x1 , ..., xm ; or
v , is of the form _y1 , ..., yn ( 7 /) or \y1 , ..., yn (  /), where / is quan-
tifier-limited by its free variables x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., yn and  is a right-restricted
string formula for which the limitation condition : [x1 , ..., xm] ^ [ y1 , ..., yn] holds.
The reader is asked to recall from the end of Section 2 that right-restriction in
string formulae means that at most one variable is bidirectional, that is, transposed
both left and right.
The intuition behind this formula class is that each quantifier is limited by a ‘‘type
qualifier’’  and that this limitation remains decidable.
Theorem 6.5. Let _y1 , ..., yn , (\y1 , ..., yn ,, respectively) be quantifier-limited by
its free variable x1 and contain k&1 quantifier alternations. Then it defines a set in
7 pk (in 6
p
k , respectively). Furthermore, for each k>0 there is a formula of this kind
that defines a 7 pk -hard (a 6
p
k -hard, respectively) set.
Proof. The first claim is proved by a straightforward double induction as
follows. Examine the formula _y1 , ..., yn , which is quantifier limited by its free
variables x1 , ..., xm and alternates k&1 times. By assumption , is of the form  7 /,
where  is a right-restricted string formula satisfying : [x1 , ..., xm] ^ [ y1 , ..., yn]
and / is obtained by combining
v possibly negated string formulae;
v subformulae _z1 , ..., zp ,$ quantifier-limited by x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., yn alter-
nating at most k&1 times; and
v subformulae \z1 , ..., zp ,$ quantifier-limited by x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., yn alter-
nating at most k&2 times
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with conjunctions and disjunctions. By Theorems 3.1 and 5.2 there exists a polyno-
mial q with the property that if A0 <%, then |_A0 (%yi)|q( |_A0 (%x1)|, ...,
|_A0 (%xm)| ) for all i=1, ..., n. Hence, the leading quantifier can be considered poly-
nomial without affecting the relation defined by the whole formula. It remains to be
shown that the relation defined by the subformula , is in 7 pk . By Theorems 3.1 and
3.3 the relations defined by string formulae belong to P=7 p0 =6
p
0 , and since this
class is closed under complement, so do the relations defined by negations of string
formulae as well. The subformulae _z1 , ..., zp ,$ define relations in 7 pk by induction
on formula complexity. The subformulae \z1 , ..., zp ,$ define relations in 6 pk&1 7
p
k
by induction on k. Finally 7 pk is closed under intersection and union and the claim
follows. The case \y1 , ..., yn , is similar. Note, however, that by Corollary 6.1 the
definition of quantifier-limited formulae cannot be weakened to allow more
complex formulae  satisfying : [x1 , ..., xm] ^ [ y1 , ..., yn] as type qualifiers,
because in that case the function q need no longer be polynomial.
The existence of 7 pk and 6
p
k complete sets is proved by exhibiting for each k a
formula of the given type checking the truth of any quantified Boolean formula
(QBF),
QkX k1 } } } Q
kX kmk } } } Q
1X 11 } } } Q
1X 1m18,




proper normal form; conjunctive (CNF) if Q1=_ and disjunctive (DNF) otherwise
[28, Theorem 4.1(2)]. Without loss of generality we can also assume that the QBF
formula has no free variables, that each propositional variable X ij is textually
represented by a nonempty binary index string denoted I(i, j), and that these
indices occur in strictly ascending canonical order in the quantifier prefix.
Define for every k # N the FSAs:
v Mk is a unidirectional 2-FSA verifying that if the formula encoded on tape
1 alternates k&1 times, then tape 2 contains a string in the language [T, F]*
whose length equals the number of variables in the kth alternation block of the for-
mula. (If it alternates less, tape 2 is to be empty.) The limitation property
[1] ^ [2] holds for Mk .
v Mk is a unidirectional (2+k)-FSA verifying that for the quantifier prefix
QkI(k, 1) } } } QkI(k, mk) } } } Q1I(1, 1) } } } Q1I(1, m1)
of the formula encoded on tape 1; tape 2 contains
I(k, 1) T k1 } } } I(k, mk) T
k
mk




where tape 2+i contains exactly T i1 } } } T
i
mi
# [T, F]*. (If the prefix alternates less
than k&1 times, the unused tapes are verified to be empty; if more, the missing
values are assumed arbitrarily to be T.) Intuitively, tape 2+i contains the truth
values assigned to the variables in the (i&1)th alternation block,
Qk+1&iI(k+1&i, 1) } } } Qk+1&iI(k+1&i, mk+1&i),
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and tape 2 contains a truth value distribution for the propositional part of the
formula encoded on tape 1. Note, however, unless the encoded formula respects
the restriction on the order of variable indices I(i, j), the distribution may have
multiple conflicting values for a given index. The limitation property [1] ^ [2, ...,
2+k] holds for Mk.
v M k_ is a right-restricted 2-FSA, whose bidirectional tape is 2, verifying the
following four conditions:
That the quantifier prefix of the formulate encoded on tape 1 indeed respects
the restriction on the order of variable indices I(i, j). Assuming tape 2 contains a
copy of the indices, separated by T or F as in those tapes accepted by Mk on the
same formula, this can be verified in one pass over the prefix by keeping the head
of tape 1 on the index following the index under the head of tape 2. (The same trick
was utilized in constructing ,(2) for Theorem 5.1.) That is, if Mk (u, v, w1 , ..., wk)
accepts first, then M k_(u, v) accepts only if u respects the ordering, and in that case
v contains a valid truth table row without multiple entries per variable.
That the prefix begins with ‘‘_’’ and alternates exactly k&1 times, checkable
within the finite control concurrently with the preceding condition.
That, once the prefix is checked, each variable index appearing in the proposi-
tional part on tape 1 appears also on tape 2. This can be performed by nondeter-
ministically guessing an index on tape 2, then verifying that it matches the one next
on tape 1. In other words, tape 1 is consumed in order while tape 2 is used as ‘‘ran-
dom-access read-only memory.’’ This guess involves rewinding tape 2, but
eliminates the need for rewinding tape 1. After a successful check the value given
to this variable by this truth value distribution can also be extracted.
And finally, that this propositional part is of the correct normal form (that is,
conjunctive if and only if k is odd) and true under the truth value distribution on
tape 2. By the simple structure of the normal form(s), this can be checked within
the finite control concurrently with the preceding condition.
v M k\ which is as above, except that the prefix must start with ‘‘\’’ instead. In
addition, here the propositional part is required to be in CNF, if and only if k is even.
By Theorem 3.2 there exist the corresponding string formulae ,i (x1 , zi) (in which
1ik), ,k (x1 , y, z1 , ..., zk), ,k_(x1 , y), and ,
k
\(x1 , y). With them we can give
the desired formula for every level of the polynomial-time hierarchy, except
7 p0 =6
p
0 =P, as follows:
v For 7 p2k&1 the formula is
_z2k&1 : ,2k&1 (x1 , z2k&1)
7 \z2k&2 : ,2k&2 (x1 , z2k&2)
b
 _z1 : ,1 (x1 , z1)
7 _y : ,2k&1 (x1 , y, z1 , ..., z2k&1)
7 ,2k&1_ (x1 , y).
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The conjunction is true if and only if there exists a y concatenating the current zi
into a truth value distribution mirroring the structure of the quantifier prefix of x1
and making its propositional part true. Note that ,2k&1_ (x1 , y) also verifies that x1
indeed encodes a legal QBF formula.
The limitation condition [x1] ^ [ y, z1 , ..., z2k&1] holds for ,2k&1 as it is equiv-
alent to M2k&1, and [x1] ^ [zi] holds for ,i as they are equivalent to Mi , where
i=1, ..., 2k&1. Hence, the formula is easily seen to be quantifier limited.
v For 6 p2k the corresponding formula is
\z2k : ,2k (x1 , z2k)
 _z2k&1 : ,2k&1(x1 , z2k&1)
b
 _z1 : ,1 (x1 , z1)
7 _y : ,2k (x1 , y, z1 , ..., z2k)
7 ,2k\ (x1 , y).
which can be justified as above.
v For 7 p2k the formula is
_z2k : ,2k (x1 , z2k)
7 \z2k&1 : ,2k&1 (x1 , z2k&1)
b
7 \z1 : ,1 (x1 , z1)
 \y : ,2k (x1 , y, z1 , ..., z2k)
 ,2k_ (x1 , y).
That is, for every y concatenating the current zi into a truth table row, the proposi-
tional part of x1 is also true on it.
v For 6 p2k&1 the corresponding formula is
\z2k&1 : ,2k&1 (x1 , z2k&1)
 _z2k&2 : ,2k (x1 , z2k)
b
7\z1 : ,1 (x1 , z1)
 \y : ,2k&1 (x1 , y, z1 , ..., z2k&1)
 ,2k&1\ (x1 , y).
which can be justified as above.
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Hence, the latter claim also holds. K
A subsequent paper [10] develops the notion of quantifier-limited formulae
further into a syntactically safe sublanguage of full alignment calculus with a
straightforward query evaluation strategy.
Let us now turn from data to expression complexity. Here the queries are closed
formulae and, as such, do not define languages. Instead, the problem is to deter-
mine whether they define the full or empty relation of arity 0. In other words, we
must examine the decidability of alignment calculus.
We know from Theorem 6.2 that two bidirectional variables in a string formula
suffice to make expression complexity undecidable. Furthermore, Corollary 6.1 tells
us the same thing happens in conjunctions of two unidirectional string formulae
with at least two variables. The case of just one variable is decidable by
Theorem 6.1. It remains then to examine the case of right-restricted string formulae.
Theorem 6.6. Let the alphabet 7 be fixed beforehand. Then for each k>0 the
expression complexity of the queries  of the form _x1 , ..., xk ,, where , is a
right-restricted string formula on variables x1 , ..., xk , is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. First, note that unidirectional quantifier elimination is possible in quan-
tified string formulae such as the ones above; as an example consider _x ., where
 is a string formula in which x is unidirectional. Form by Theorem 3.1 a corre-
sponding FSA A , and let A$ be the FSA obtained by omitting the tape
corresponding to x. Now the string formula ,A$ obtained from Theorem 3.2 is
equivalent to the original one by property 5. We omit here the last step of this
transformation, however, to obey the stated space bound.
Because for each fixed k the k-FSA A, corresponding to , by Theorem 3.1 can
be produced in space O( |7|k |,| ), the problem reduces to the nonemptiness problem
for right-restricted k-FSAs.
For k=1 this nonemptiness problem equals the acceptance problem for the
‘‘nondeterministic checking stack automata with an empty input’’ which is known
to be PSPACE-complete [6, Problem AL5]. For k>1 the construction of A, to
satisfy property 5 performs simultaneously the reduction of this case into the case
k=1 of the nonemptiness problem. (Indeed, as this construction can be carried out
in space O( |7|k |A| ) for any k-FSA A, we also see that for all k>0 the nonempti-
ness problem is PSPACE-complete.) Hence, the expression complexity of the
queries  is indeed in PSPACE.
This does not, however, suffice for PSPACE-completeness; the k-FSAs A, arising
from string formulae , have a far more uniform structure than arbitrary k-FSAs A.
Therefore we reduce the acceptance problem for linear bounded automata (LBAs)
[14, Chap. 9.3] to the truth of formulae : _x1,. (We essentially follow the con-
struction of Theorem 5.1 for the context-sensitive grammars (CSGs) [14,
Chap. 9.3]. As the length of the strings in CSG derivations is nondecreasing we can
do without the second quantifier; this, however, is more straightforward to express
using LBAs.) Let M be an LBA with
v alphabet 1, including both the input and tape alphabets;
v left and right endmarkers i and I , respectively;
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v states p0 , ..., pm , where p0 is the start state and pm is the final state which
has no outgoing transitions; and
v input string I=c1 } } } cn .
We write a string formula , on alphabet 1 $=1 _ [i , I, p0 , ..., pm] with length
|,|=O(nt |1 | ), where t denotes the number of transitions in M. This formula , will
be true if and only if the value of x1 is (an encoding of) an accepting computation
of M on I:
1. The subformula (n, a, b): [ ]l x1=a . ([x1] l x1 {=)n+1 . [x1]l x1=b .
([x1]r )n+1 verifies that the current position contains the symbol a, that the
(n+2)th position to its right contains the symbol b and returns to the right
neighbour of a. In other words, (n, a, b) verifies that the next configuration has a
b in the same place as this one has the current a.
2. Examine any transition of M from state pi on character a # 1 which writes
character b # 1 over a and moves the head right and enters state pj . This behaviour
can be encoded as context-sensitive rules dpia  dbpj , where d # 1 _ [i , I].
Each rule r of this kind can in turn be expressed with a subformula
/r : (n, d, d) } (n, pi , b) } (n, a, p j). Similar rules can be written for the transitions
moving the head left and keeping it in place as well; denote as / the formula
obtained by combining all these /r with +. In other words, / encodes the transition
table of M.
3. One rule application can then be expressed with the subformula
/$: (n, i , i ) . ((n, i , i )+/")* } / . (, I , I )+/")* } (n, I , I ),
where the subformula /" is obtained by combining (n, a, a) for all a # 1 with +.
4. Finally, the whole formula states that the first configuration is the initial
one, loops applying the rules and finally checks that the last configuration accepts:
,: _x1([x1] l x1= I. [x1]l x1= p0 . [x1] l x1=i . [x1] l x1=c1 } } } [x1] l x1=cn .
[x1] l x1= I. ([x1]r x1 {=)* } (/$)* . ([x1]l )* } [x1]l x1= pm).
This proves PSPACE-hardness, once 1 $ is encoded into 7 in ,. K
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced alignment calculus, a modal logic extension of relational
calculus intended for databases, where the entries in the columns are strings instead
of atomic values. The logic is state-based and a database state consists of not only
relations but also an alignment of the pertinent strings. Properties of these
alignments are specified using atomic string formulae, and modal operators express
state changes, leading to new alignments. The relational properties of the strings are
described as in relational calculus. As a computational counterpart to alignment
calculus we defined alignment algebra, a variant of relational algebra in which
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selection conditions are expressed by certain multitape finite state acceptors corre-
sponding to the string formulae.
Alignment calculus was shown to be very expressive and to admit syntactic sub-
classes describing some well-known language classes. We also studied safety
(evaluability within a finite domain) of queries expressed in alignment calculus. The
modal extensions add a new source of undecidability to the problem. We identified,
however, the class of right-restricted string formulae for which the safety problem
remains decidable. This class is conjectured to contain most of the string queries
encountered in practice; this is supported by the fact that queries in each level of
the polynomial-time hierarchy can be expressed using these string formulae.
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